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ABSIJ.'RACT 

The following study of pre-war Japanes~ parties shows 

how the amount of influence parties have on government itself 

affects their behaviour. The way in which parties act is 

commonly seen to result largely from such factors as the class 

structure .of the society, its racial and religious composition, 

and whether the voting population is primarily rural or urban. 

While this study does not deny the importance of such factors, .. 

it concentrates mcire on the constitutional arrangement of 

government, that is; the way in which governing power is 

distributed among politically influential institutions. 

Under the _'1890 Meiji Cons ti tut ion, governing power was 

shared among seven separate institutions, each of which was 

independent of the others and received regular represent

~tion in the Cabineti Only one of these institutions con

tained popularly elected men belonging to .political parties, 

and when the balance of power among the institutions varied, 

the characteristics of the parties varied also. Three types 

of parties, corresponding to three different patterns of the 

~nstitutional balance, were identified according to the 

following categories: rivalry between parties, their internal 

discipline, programmes, and types of leaders. All these 

varied directly with changes in the degree of party influence 

on government. 

The influence of the constitutional arrangement on the 

way in which parties act has so far received little attention 



from political scientists. My study attempts to correct 

this under~emphasis by showing how the Meiji Constitution 

helped shape prewar Japanese parties. 



INTRODUCTION 

Political parties play crucial although different roles 

in most present day liberal democracies. To win a regular 

and institutionalized share of governing power groups.must 

organize themselves.into parties which act both dependently 

and independently. They are dependent in that various 

national circumstances determine their makeup, and indepen

dent in that they exert an influence on government and 

society. The political party is involved in and must be 

taken into account in at least four of the conventional 

processes of government: the electoral, legislative, execu

tive, and administrative, on each of which the organizational 

and behavioural characteristics of parties exert -a profound 

effect. If only for this reason the study of political 

parties is essential to an understanding of democratic 

government, and the importance of an analysis of party 

characteristics in any country is clear. 

Characteristics of parties in Western democracies, 

according to Leon Epstein, are the products of historical 

circumstances. He writes: 1 

In each nation, the.constitutional type existed in 
some form from before·the parties. The parties .•. 
grew in the conditioning environment of a given 
governmental structure. They had to adapt organi za-, 
tionally and electorally to it. What they could become 
was fixed, by the constitution as well as by the social 
conditions of the nation. 

In short, for Epstein, the two major influences on party 

development are politico-institutional and socio-economic. 
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Political scientists in general, however, do not give equal 

attention to both. Most concentrate on the latter and relate 

party characteristics like discipline, ideology, degree of 

inter~party competition, and number, to socio-economic divi

sions along class, ethnic, rural-urban, occupational, and 

religious lines. Correlations typically made include party 

discipline with degree of socio-economic homogeneity among 

party members; ideology with class and occupation; degree of 

inter-party competition with degree of basic value consensus 

in society; and number with variety and intensity of interests 

2 in society at large. 

The number of parties is the variable.most commonly 

used in classifying party systems, and the development of a 

one-party, two-party, or multi-party pattern in any country 

is typically regarded as resulting from the particular socio

economic conditions of that c·ountry. 3 · Analyses of party 

development do, however, generally include factors other 

than socio-economic ones, for instance, th~ electoral system. 

A single-member, single-plurality electoral system is seen 

to encourage a two-party system in which two moderate parties 

alternate in power; a multi-member, proportional represen

tation system is considered more likely to result in a multi

party system in which government changes are usually limited 

to alternative coalitions of minority and interdependent 

t . 4 par ies. 

Apart from including the electoral system, few studies 

consider political institutions as significant influences 

on the nature of parties and the party system. And even 
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those which do, see these institutions in relation to, and 

generally as subordinate to, the more basic socio-economic 

factors. Indeed, the type of electoral system and consti

tutional arrangement is often regarded as having b~en 

determined primarily by these socio-economic factors. The 

most frequently mentioned reasons for the adoption of the 

American Constitution, for example, are socio-economic: its 

large size and its cultural and religious diversity. 

Although the influence of economics and culture should 

not be denied, neither should that of governmental insti

tutions. Only a few general studies have sought to demon

strate that different politico-institutional arrangements 

have different consequences for the parties developing and 

acting under them. 5 Works on party development in particul~ 

countries tend to give prime concern to the socio-economic 

context and therefore tend to under emphasize the signifi

cance of the politico-institutional context. This imbalance 

applies as much to studies of political parties in Japan as 

anywhere else. In this study of prewar Japanese parties 

therefore, without attempting to assess the relative 

importance of socio-economic and politico-institutional 

forces, I intend to redress the balance by placing primary 

emphasis on the politico-institutional context. I do not 

deny the influence of culture and economics, but for the 

purpose of this study, I shall hold cultural and economic 

factors constant, and concentrate solely on demonstrating 

the influence of political institutions. 

This approach raises the methodological problem, 
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whether one can isolate the effects of one set of influences 

from those of other concurrent sets. Vvhile such abstraction 

is artifical it is not misleading when the effects of two 

influences constantly contradict each other·. For e;x:ample, 

when the socio-economic forces would produce a different 

characteristic from the one which actually emerges, and 

where there is also a clear link between the politico

institutional structure and that party characteristic, then 

one can conclude that the influence of the iatter was pre

dominant. This is the case with intra-party factionalism and 

the type of inter-party competition discussed in this study. 

Although socio-economic forces encouraged feudal and region

ally-based party divisions, those which were more frequently 

observed were over tactical differences on how best to 

manipulate the new Constitution. Similarly, when there were 

clear socio-economic reasons for the development of ideolog

ical cleavages between parties and yet little cleavage actually 

emerged, a politico-institutional structure which worked 

against the development of such cleavages can be attributed 

the determining role. 

Where socio-economic and politico-institutional forces 

do not contradict one another, one can obviously not distin

guish between the two with the same degree of certainty. 

However, where there seems to be a sound politico-institu

ti·onal reason for the development of a particular charac

teristic and only limited evidence of any socio-economic 

reason for it, one can attribute to politico-institutional 

factors at least part of the influence. For example, the 
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type of party leadership which emerged did not appear to be 

related very closely to any socio-economic factors and can 

much more consistently be explained in terms of politico

institutional influences. 

An important indicator of an at least partial influence 

of the politico-institutional structure is whether any change 

in its functioning is followed by an expected change in 

party characteristics. All four of the characteristics to 

he discussed were in fact found to vary with changes in the 

functioning of the politico-institutional arrangement. The 

only occasion where the latter cannot be considered indepen

dently is when there is no clear evidence of its individual 

influence, either contradictory to or reinforcing the direction 

of socio-economic factors. The lack of such evidence is the 

reason I omit a detailed analysis of party number and system 

typology. 

Prewar Japan 

The Meiji Constitutional arrangement of 1890 provided 

the politico-institutional setting in which prewar Japanese 

parties developed, and certain characteristics of this 

arrangement were bound to influence the parties in predict

able ways. 

The letter of the Constitution placed both executive 

and legislative powers in the hands of the Emperor. Article 

IV stated that "the Emperor is the head of the Empire, 

combining in Himself all powers of the State, and exercising 

them in accordance with the provisions of the present Constitu

tion.11 Ito Hirobumi, under whose direction the Constitution 
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was drawn up and adopted, explained in his Commentaries: 6 
i 

The sovereign power of reigning over and of governing j 
the State is inher:Cted.- by -the-Emperor:f.rom His-~Ances.;_ 7 
tors, and by Him bequeathed to His posteri ty~----Arltlie 
different legislative as well as executive powers of 
State, by means of which He reigns over the country .and 
governs the people, are united in this Most Exalted 
Personage. 

This theoretical union of executive and legislative powers 

enabled Ito ·to add: "Because tlle imp(:}ri~-~ _ _§_Q~~rei g11ty_i~the 

corner stone of our constitution, our system is not based 

on the European ideas of separation of powers. 117 

The letter of the Constitution, however, did not always 

reflect how the Constitution would work in practice. The 

Emperor, who was theoretically sovereign, was also denied 

the right to interfere in politics: Article III of the 

Constitution made him sacred and inviolable. Ito insisted 

that the Emperor's person should not be subjected to irrev

erent discussion or derogatory. ;om~-e~t8 ,_~nd for this reason 

the Emperor was removed from the potential controversy of 

direct political intervention. Instead of having the 

Emperor exercise direct power, separate institutions were 

created to advise him on the various affairs of state. 

The working Constitution revealed governing power fragmented 

among seven separate institutions, each with direct access 

to the throne, and each with a claim to be the sole legiti

mate adviser on issues related to its constitutional pre

rogatives. Only one of these institutions, the Lower House 

of the Diet, was a party institution; the remaining six, 

the Genro, Army, Navy, Privy Council, Civil Service, and 

House of Peers, were all nonparty institutions. 
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11 Nonparty 11 , it is important to remember, does not mean 

the same as non-partisan, and a nonparty institution need 

be neither non-partisan nor immune to party influence. 

Rather, taking Epstein 1 s minimal characteristic of a party 

as any group which structures the vote by competing in 

ele_ctionsJ ,a party institution becomes one whose membership 

is determined by elections. On this criterion, institutions 

like the House of Peers and Civil Bureaucracy were not party 

institutions, even though many of their occupants may have 

professed support for one or other of the Lower House parties. 

Election did not determine the membership of these institu

tions: they were 4onparty institutions. 

To help describe and interpret the patterns of interaction 

among the seven institutions, I shall use Robert Dahl's 

concept of 11 sites 11 • A 11 site 11 , Dahl writes, is 11 the setting 

for the encounter between the opposition and those who control 

the government 11 , or 11 the situation or circumstances in which 

an opposition employs its resources to bring about a change. 1110 

Possible sites include winning votes and parliamentary seats 

in elections, entering into executive coalitions, gaining 

support in parliament for legislation, negotiating with other 

officials, and dealing with unofficial or quasi-official 

organizations. Dahl notes that the "number'' of sites in a 
' given country, and the 11 decisiveness 11 of any one of them, is 

closely related to the institutional structure of that country's 

government. In some systems, one site is relatively decisive, 

and victory in that encounter entails a high probability of 

victory in the rest. In the British parliamentary system, 
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for example, . elections are relatively decisive. \'Tinning 

a parliamentary majority brings control not only over the 

legislature, but over the executive as well. Other systems 

may not offer a decisive site:_ an opposition or government 

may win an encounter at one site and lose at another. In 

America, Dahl points out, the- consti~utional separation of 

powers creates a variety of alternative sites which, by 

reducing the possibility of an all-or-nothing victory at 

elections, decreases the relative importance of electoral 

encounters as compared with encounters at other sites, and 

makes none particularly decisive. In this respect, prewar 

Japan paralleled present-day America. The electoral site 

was not decisive. Because legal authority had been deliber

ately dispersed among seven separate institutions, any one of 

a variety of sites might prove more decisive than others in 

any- speci~ic· case,- and no one site might be generally decisive. 

In prewar Japan, formation of the executive, the Cabinet, 

became one of the most decisive sites. Cabinet membership 

was a necessary, though· by no means sufficient, condition 

for influencing government policy, and any group excluded 

from the executive coalition had little chance to do so. 

Membership of the prewar Japanese Cabinet was determined in 

a curious way. 

One of the most important influences on Cabinet compo

sition was the Genre, an extra-constitutional but by force of 

tradition legitimate body of elder statesmen. The Genro were 

second generation Meiji leaders who took over the duties of 

government during the 1880's, and under whose guidance 
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constitutional government was established. Their generally 

accepted function was to act as the Emperor's closest 

advisors on the selection and dismissal of C~~jg~~ minis

ters, and no decision of consequence was taken without their 

consultation. Genro recommendations to the Emperor for the 

position of, Prime Minister, for example, were never rejected. 

The Genro, then~ could be expected to wield considerable 

influence over the Cabinet and its compositione 11 

Other institutions also competed for power over the 

Cabinet. The Army, because of expertise in its field, claimed 

the sole right to the Ministry of War and to "advise" the 

Emperor on policy pertaining to the Army and its deployment. 

'I'he Navy made similar claims regarding occupation of the 

12 Ministry of the Navy and the use of Japan's sea power. The 

ability of both institutions to veto certain policies and 

to prevent the very formation of a cabinet by refusing to 

supply an Army or Navy Minister enabled them to insist that 

their "advice" be heeded. The Privy Council, which was the 

chief interpreter of the Constitution and which possessed 

a general veto power, particularly over foreign treaties, 

could also lay claim to some Cabinet power. The same 

applied to the Civil Service, which came to insist that only 

high level bureaucrats should occupy certain ministerial 

positions. For example, Foreign Office officials would 

tolerate only one of their number in the portfolio of 

Minister of Foreign Affairs. Each of the two Houses of the 

Diet had to be accommodated as well: having equal powers, 

both could veto legislation and increased budgets. 
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Through its power to veto decisions in its particular 

issue area, each institution could force the Cabinet to accom

modate its wishes. In practice, the mechanism by which the 

Cabinet tried to meet the desires of all iristi tutio.ns simul

taneously was to include in it members of each one of them. 

Cabinets in prewar Japan therefore normally consisted of 

representatives from each of the separate institutions, which 

received seats to prevent them from using their veto power 

too readily. The Cabinet in fact becrune a federation of 

institutional representatives, owing its existence to no 

single institution but to varying degrees and combinations 

of support from them all. 

The lack of the executive's total dependence on the 

legislature is a distinguishing characteristic of the American 

separation of powers system, and indeed, the separation of 

powers model does provide the best understanding of relation

ships among prewar Japanese institutions. In a parliamentary 

polity, the executive is totally dependent on and solely 

responsible to the legislature which alone has the power to 

both make and break it. In the prewar Japanese polity, how

ever, because no single institution could, on its own, both 

raise and pull down an entire ministry, none could win com

plete control of the executive. The Cabinet's existence did 

not depend entirely on any single one of them, and it was 

therefore separate from each. The degree of separateness 

was less than that of the American executive because the 

latter, except in the gravest of constitutional crises, 

cannot be removed by any one or even a combination of other 
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institutions, while the prewar Japanese executive was regu

larly made and unmade by combinations of other branches. But, 

because the Japanese Cabinet was solely responsible to no 

single other institution, it acted as if and was in fact, 

responsible to none. The result was a de facto separation 

of powers system, and for this reason, I henceforth refer 

to the prewar Japanese polity as of the "separation of 

powers 11 type.'1 3 

A system in which parties occupy only one of a number 

of rival political institutions competing for power is 

bound to have certain consequences for the parties themselves. 

The institutional fragmentation of power prevents close 

union between the legislative and executive branches of gov

ernment: party control of the legislative branch does not 

imply party control of the executive branch. The executive 

is not a party executive because the parties possess only 

a share of the power to make and break it, and should this 

share be very small, the existence of the Cabinet may not 

be affected at all by whether or not the parties support it. 

Where the existence of the Cabinet does not depend on 

the support of a disciplined party, the institutional incen

tives for party discipline will be reduced. In prewar Japan,. 

where there were no fewer than six other institutions with 

which the parties had to compete for Cabinet control, there 

is little reason to believe that the parties' share of in

fluence was anything other than small. Institutional 

incentives for party cohesion were lacking, because the 

achievement of party power required support from other 
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institutions, and different members of the parties advocated 

different alliances. Party factionalism, therefore, was a 

likely consequence of the prewar Japanese institutional 

structure. 

The institutional structure also imposed certain tac~ · 

tical requirements. Because parties could not attain effect

ive governing power on their own, political strategy became 

one of bargaining and compromising, rather than one of rigid 

adherence to principle. Total opposition only produced dead

lock. To participate in a government which can only function 

when the various institutions are willing to compromise, 

parties must be flexible. 

A fragmentation of executive power is important in 

another way. It works against the development of ideological 

cleavages between parties. Parties that continually have to 

compromise are not likely to acquire rigid ideo+ogical stances. 

According to Anthony Downs 14 , parties in a two-party· system 

converge at the centre of the ideological continuum because 

they try to capture the maximum number of votes. In a system 

where power is fragmented among a number of separate insti

tutions, however, there is an institutional mechanism working 

in the same direction. Because parties cannot possess 

governing power without fopming alliances with other institu

tions, they are under even greater pressures to avoid fixed 

programmes and steadfast principles. Party platforms tend to 

be more general and vague, and parties find it more difficult 

to give firm pledges to their constituents~ because it is 

harder to keep them. Parties must remain open to as many 
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potentially successful coalitions with other veto-possessing 

institutions as possible, and because all parties operate 

under the same conditions, with the same range of possible 

coalition partners, their ideological differences will tend 

to merge. The strategic significance of the nonpart·y insti

tutions moves all parties in similar directions. Compromises 

are tactically rather than ideologically motivated, and 

tactics may change with circumstances. At one time, for 

example, when the major problem facing the nation is foreign 

relatiorn,, the Navy, Army, or Foreign Office are the insti-

tutions parties look to, because they are the ones in charge 

1 of the government's major policies. At another time, when 

foreign affairs recede into the background, other institu

tions may offer better bargains. Alliances, therefore, tend 

to be short--li ved and constantly changing, and parties are 

not inclined to develop ~ixed principles or distinctive 

and coherent ideologies. 

The type of party leader is also partly determined by 

the need to compromise. Parties must look for prestigious 

figures, personalities with contacts in as many·of the other 

competing institutions as possible. The more influential 

contacts a leader has, the more easily will the party be 

able to win the support of other in~titutions, and the 

smoother will be the path to party power. 

Even the number of parties in the system can be related 

to a fragmented institutional structure. Two conflicting 

forces are at work: a high degree of factionalism creates 

centrifugal tendencies and party multiplication, while a very 
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low degree of ideological diversity permits centripetal 

tendencies and party amalgamation. One would expect the 

latter eventually to dominate, the parties to remain faction

alized but the number of influential partiei to be small, 

because the greater the number of parties, the less each can 

expect to take part in governmental responsibility. In 

prewar Japan, where the total amount of influence available 

to parties was small to begin with, parties were not likely 

to reduce this influence even further by dividing themselves 

into a large number of separate camps. 

In the present study, I intend to examine the imp~ct 

of the politico-institutional structure on party character

istics over a period of fifty years, from 1890 with the 

establishment of the Diet, to 19L+O when the parties went 

out of existence. Chapters are devoted to each of inter--

party competition, intra-party factionalism, leadership, 

and ideology. The theme of compromise is not discussed 

separately because it is so basic to all other party charac

teristics. I distinguish three different periods in which 

party influence in government varied from minimal, through 

growing, to maximum, to each of which I relate a different 

set of party characteristics. The dates I used to demarcate 

each period are not rigid, because shifts in the institutional 

balance of power did not produce changes in all characteristics 

simultaneously. 

I omit a detailed analysis of the number of parties and 

the type of party system because the influence of the polit

ico-institutional structure is much less clear than in the 



case of other party characteristics. Briefly, the situation 

was as follows. The number of parties did remain small and 

each party was highly factionalized. A two-party system was 

the central characteristic of prewar Japan~ Minority parties 

came and went under a variety of labels, but their import

ance was only in relation to alliances with either of the 

two major parties, and even if occassionally one managed to 

tip the balance, none did so consistently enough to be of 

overall relevance. Third parties were similarly transitional 

forces, and factional secessions, although frequent, were 

never serious enough to disrupt the two-party pattern. The 

type of party system in prewar Japan is typical of 11 separa

tion of powers 11 systems, but whether it can be :3een as 

largely resulting from the institutional structure is not 

clear. The electoral syst~m, the timing of universal suff

rage, and various socio-economic factors all seem. to have 

favoured a small number of parties, and it is difficult to 

separate one influence from another. Any linkages I could 

suggest between politico-institutional structure and number 

of parties would be tentative, and I therefore do not deal 

with the question in this thesis. I mention it only because 

the absence of conclusive evidence doeB not preclude the 

possibilty that the politico-institutional structure was 

one of the factors that influenced the number of parties. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTER-PARTY COMPETITION 

The source of inter-party competition in any democratic 

polity 1.s the struggle to attain governing power, whether 

for its own sake or not. ~n the prewar Japanese fragmented 

power st.rue t;ure, i.nter--party competition bore a close relation 

to overall tactics for winning Cabinet office. That it was 

directly related to the politico-institutional structure can 

be shown by comparing the form it took before and after the 

adoptioh of the Con$titution in 1890. The contrast between 

the two periods can only be attributed to the institutional 

framework created in 1890. 

TYPE OF IN'11ER--I'AR~l1Y COMPETITION 

"Comp_etition" before ,:th£, 9onstitution 

Before the Constitution was promulgated in 1890, a 

system of government known as the Da~_jo)san-~ei (Council of 

State system) had been in operati~n since 1868, even though 

it underwent several minor revisions. 1 Ostensibly, there 

were separate executive, legislative, and judicial authori

ties, but in fact the government was highly centralized. · 

Power was concentrated in the hands of a ruling oligarchy, 

initially composed of men from the Imperial Court and 

the four main ~~Q (feudal clans of Satsuma, Choshu, Tosa, 

and Hizen)2 but from the early 1870's increasingly 

dominated by men from only Satsuma and Choshu. The 
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so--called representative body, the Sa-_tg (Lower House), 
-· _ _J_ -

was set up partly to give the oligarchic government the 

appearance of containing a popular element and partly to 

provide a channel of communication \vith the daim;y_Q (lords), 

whose support the new government needed. There was no, 

election to the Sa-J:.g, whose officials were chosen by the 

government, and only those who were regarded as strict 

adherents of the ruling oligarchy were appointed members. 

Furthermore, its futictions were purely advisory and limited 

to discussion of projects proposed by the oligarchs them

selves. rrhe public had no voice whatsoever in government, 

and popular agitation for some f >rm of representation led 

to the development of political parties. 

Before the Diet was established in 1890 there were three 

main parties which pressed for the adoption of constitutional 

government. 1_I1wo of these ·-- the Ji;yuto (Liberal Party) and 

the Kaishinto (Progres:3ive Party) -··- were against the oli

garchic government, and one •·-- the 1~is_(3j_j,_~ (Conservative 

Party) ·-- was pro-government. 

The ~_i-_-;y:~to was founded on October 29, 1881, by Itagaki 

Taisuke and Goto Shojiro. Both men belonged to the Hizen 

han, which resented the extent of Sat-Cho (Satsuma-Choshu) 

monopoly of the central government •. The ~iY.~.£ was a rural

based party, its strongest contingent coming from the land

owner and peasant classes. Its major concern at the time, 

like that of other parties, was with the type of constitu

tional government the nation should adopt. Jt_;yuto theoreti

cians advocated Rousseau's popular sovereignty and the 
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French system of government with a uni-cameral parliament 

and universal suffrage. 

The Kaishinto, which was founded on April 1, 1882, was 

led by Okuma Shigenobu, a man from Tosa, the other major han 

which had been squeezed out of power, and he had been one of 

the most influential members of the government until his• 

expulsion in October 1881. rrhe Kaishint;o' s major support 

came from urban areas, but thanks to its good organization 

and prestigious leadership, it attracted people from all 

over the country who wanted a less radical party than the 

J:i){Uto, as well as one less tied to purely agrarian interests. 

The Kaishinto rapidly became the party of the educated and 

well-to-d~ middle classes everywhere, embracing professionals, 

businessmen, and intellectuals. Its ideological inspiration 

came from England, whose sedate constitutionalism it support

ed. Its slogans were the sovereignty of the Emperor-in

parliament, a bi-cameral parliament, and limited manhood 

suffrage. 

At this stage, the causes of division between the Jt,;:t:iit§. 

and Kaishinto were ideological and socio;_economic. The 

ideological differences reflected a difference in material 

interests._ Jiyuto supporters greatly resented the govern

ment for the land taxes that provided the major source of 

revenue for the government-sponsored industrial capitalism. 

Rural districts were being asked to make sacrifices to 

finance the economic development of the cities. Urban-

based Kaishinto supporters could therefore afford to be 

more moderate in their opposition to the goverrunent. Urban 
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industrialists could hardly grumble at the government's· 

policy to assist the development of heavy industry. 

Differences between these two-parties and the Teiseito 

were also ideologically based. The Teiseit5 was formed by 

government supporters on March 18, 1882, and it favoured 

the Prussian type of-Constitution and the principle of 

absolute monarchy. The party was conservative but not 

reactionary. It accepted the need for a constitution and· 

an assembly~· and though the Emperor alone was '½O promul-~ 

gate the constitution, the party envisaged a bi--cameral 

assembly of which at least one House would be elected. The 

Teiseitb did not make a great impression on the public; 
. 

it lacked the crusading vigour of the Jiyuto and even of 

the Kaishig1Q., and it never became an important popular 

movement. 

Because parties had no legal existence until 1890, 

inter-party competition as we understand it today, that is, 

the electoral and parliamentary struggle among parties to 

win. government- control, could hardly arise. But to the 

extent that ideological and socio-economic differences 

between Jiyuto and K~~shinto members brought the parties 

into conflict, these differences were causes .of pre~-Diet 

inter-party 11 competi tion". 

The Jiyut_Q_, Kaishinto, and Teiseito represented the 

merging of numerous local political associations. But by 

1884 each had broken up again into its component par•ts, 

largely as a result of repressive legislation which pro

hibited the establishment of national party branches and 

any communication between different political parties and 
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associations. 3 The activities of organized political parties 

were greatly restricted, and those parties elected to the 

Lower House in 1890 were £or the most part disorganized, 

small, and regionally based. The election results ~re sum-

marized in Table 1, and reveal what in technical terms is 
. 4 

known as .atomized party pluralism, but the great variety of 

party labels did not correspond to a variety of separate 

policies. The election manifestoes of the J..2§:.L~!.§ K12~abu, 

Aikoku--koto, · Jiyuto, and Kai shin to, for example, were ex-

tremely vague and very similar, the only clear and consis

tent note being the principle of party government. It was 

not policy that kept the parties separate and so numerous, 

but their regional origins. 

'l1AJ3LE I: 

Daido Kurabu 

~5 Koin Kurabu 105 Aikoku-koto 32 
Jty~--to 16 
Godo-ha 2 

Independents 87 

Kyushu Doshi-kai ri Kai shin-Jiyii--to 23 Gumma Kogi-kai 
Kyoto Koyu-kai 

-
Ktimamoto Kokken-t~ 

n Ultra-Cotiservatives 18 Hiroshima Seiyu-kai 
Hoshu Chusei-ha 
Others 

Jichi-to :17 
Kyoto Komin-kai f5 Others 12 

Kai shin to 16 

Unknown 3 
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The regional nature of parties can be explained partly 

by the regulation which prohibited communication between 

parties and which kept party organization local, and partly 

by the absence of any compelling incentive for national 

parties to form. 1rhe names of the 1890 parties reflected 

their geographical ties. The titles Doshi-~~i (Association 

of Fellow Thinkers), Koyu-kai (Association of Friends), and 

Seiyu~kai (Association of Political Friends), for example, 

did not stand on thei~ owrt, but were preceded by the names 

of the areas in which they campaigned, Kyushu, Kyoto, and 

Hiroshima respectively, 

During the very early years after the establishment of 

the Diet, electoral competition among parties remained 

predominantly regional. In the 1892 election, for example, 

regional parties were still to the fore and only one of 

the five main parties, the .JJyut§, could be considered truly 

national. 6 Only after the parties had become Diet-based, 

operating within the restrictive constitutional arrangement, 

did the tactical problem of whether or not to compromise with 

the governmen_t become the main source of inter--party di vi ni ons. 

Competition ~pdeE_ the Constitution 

That the regional origin of parties resulted largely 

from temporary circumstances and did not have lasting effects 

on inte~-party competition is revealed by the fundamental 

reorganization of parties which took place after they enter

ed the Lower House. By the time the Diet opened in November 

1890, the party situation was far more coherent and stabilized 

than election returns had indicated. There were two main 
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camps, pro- and anti- the nonparty government. The latter 

camp included two parties, the Kaishin_to with thirty seats 

Rnd the IiY:iit§_ (an amalgamation of the Aikoku-koto, Jiri-.:t_§., 

Daido Kurabu, and Kyushu Do~gilsai) with 140 ·seats. .As 

parties in total opposition to the government, the Jiyuto, 

and Kaishinto were known as Minto (People's Parties), while 

those parties willing to co-operate with the government were 

called Rito (Official Parties). The Mint-a, with a total of 

170 seats, entered the first session of the Diet with a 

majority of forty. The 130 _g.4: __ to members included five from 

the Kokumin Ii.Yu t _ _§. ( a nationalist and uJ.tra-conservati ve 

party), eighty from the Teiseikai (a moderate conservative 

party and successor of the Tqiseito), and forty--five Indepen-

dents, The contemporary categorization of parties into Rito 

and Minto is significant: the lines of battle were drawn 

between those who advocated and those who rejected compro

mise with the nonparty government. 

In the early ses-sions of the Diet, the !~1-n.:t__§. maintained 

their stance of total opposition, banding together in an 

attempt to increase their bargaining power. Between the 

third and fifth sessions (May 1892 - December 1893), 

however, a cleavage between the Jiyuto and Kaishinto showe~ 

signs of developing. Total opposition to the government had 

achieved little for the Minto. Their vigorous exercise of 

the Lower House's veto power had.only negative consequences. 

Government merely came to a standstill and the parties 

remained without influence over it. If deadlock was to be 

avoided and the parties were to gain a share of governing 
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power, there was no alternative to compromise. 

The Jiyuj:;o was the first Minto party to appreciate the 

need to come to terms with the government, but its decision 

to abandon the tactic of total opposition had widespread 

repercussions on its relations with other parties. Disagree

ment over the relative success of the Ji~to's new tactics 

caused a rift between the Jiyuto and Kaiahinto, and became 

a permanent feature of competition between prewar Japanese 

parties. 

In the following analysis, I distinguish the type of 

competition from its degree, both of which I relate to 

politico-institutional structure. Only one illustration of 

type is necessary, because discussion of degree also illus-

trates type. 

The first time inter-party competition resulting from 

the new institutional framework manifested itself was in 

1893, when the Jiyuto came to terms with the second Ito 

cabinet. The Ji_yjito first put out feelers to form an alliance 

with the nonparty government in the third and fourth sessions 

in 1892. In the third, only a series of compromises between 

the Ji_ygto and Matsukata enabled the latter's government to 

pass its Additional Finance Bill, and in the fourth; the 

success of Ito's second ministry in passing its budgets only 

resulted from a working agreement between Ito and the Jiy~to. 

Even before the convocation of the fourth session, leading 

members of the J:1.;yiito, Hoshi Toru, Kono Hironoka, Matsuda 

Masahisa, and Takeuchi Tsuna, met and pledged to support 

the government "whenever it ought to be suppor•ted", 7 that is, 
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whenever support held out the promise of reward. 

The Jiyuto was recompensed for its CO·-operation. After 

the third-session compromise, Matsukata transferred Kono 

Togarna, a man well-disposed to the parties, from the.Ministry 

of Agriculture and Commerce to the position of Home Minister. 

This was an important concession to the parties because the 

Home Ministry, as the principal central agency controlling 

local government and police organization, wielded extensive 

power over the election process. In return for ~i.y~t.§. co

operation in the fourth session, the :rto government promised 

a seat to party president, Itagaki Taisuke, in the next 

cabinet. 

Closer relations between Ito and the ~i;y:_~j:;o were accom

panied by a widening rift between the .:fi_rito and the Kaishinto, 

and also annoyed the existing pro-government parties. Both 

the Kaishir_it~ and the gi~§ factions were apparently jealous 

of the lTiyuto' s growing influence. For the K~i.f.3hinto' the 

alliance looked like an .. attempt by the Jty~.:!:,o to gain power 

at the expense of their hitherto allies, a betrayal of a 

tactical agreement. For the government supporters, the 

alliance served as a catalyst for a complete volte face. As 

Uyehara observed: 8 

The[RitQ] had constantly attacked the People's Party 
especially the Liberals, as factious and revolutionary; 
moreover,·they had tasted the sweets, if not of office, 
at least of association with those in office; and it 
was evident that the intrusion of the Liberals would 
deprive them of their monopoly of these sweets. So 
they formed a coalition with the Progrensives to oppose 
the Liberals and the government. 

The major issue dividing the Jiyuto and Kaishinto was 
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how to penetrate the "transcendental" structure of power. 

The disputed point was whether or not Mi_nto should compro

mise, and. by the ·fifth session the split was complete. The 

anti-compromise Kaishi_nt __ o was the main force behind the 

expulsion from the House of the pro--~compromise Ji;yuto_leader, 

Hoshi Toru. Polarization- over the question of treaty revision 

demonstrated the tactical division even more clearly. The 

parties divided into a Taig_:1.ik~ H~ (strong fore:i.gn policy 

group)' led by the l(aJshinto, and the BhiTI}PO Ha (progressive 

group, led. by the __ .JJ;y~~f~. ~l:he former was anti--government and 

criticized the administration for its soft approach instead of 

strictly enforelng treatles, while the latter was pro·•-govern

ment and supported the Foreign Minister, Mutsu Minemutsu. 

'11hrough its alliance with Ito, the J·:LY·uto had become the 

government party, in authority over the Kaishint~ and the 

Rita, which were relegated to the ranks of the opposition. 

By adapting to the restrictions of the Constitution, the 

Jiy\'i-to had discovered the opportunities it offered. As long 

as compromise was the only way to acquire a share in e;overn•

ing power, a party need not win elections in order to gain 

predominance over other parties, but could squeeze them from 

power by alliance with the nonparty government. 

Under the Meiji Constitution, whichever party.concluded 

a compromise with the nonparty institut1.ons was "in" power 

and the other parties were "out''• Throughout the prewar 

period inter-party competition sprang predominani;ly from this 

tactical problem, initially simply over whether or not to 

compromise, and later over how to be that party with which 
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the nonparty institutions would most like·to compromise. The 

contrast with the primarily regional competition before 

adoption of the Constitution is clear. The type of inter

party competition after 1890 was largely the result of the 

politico-institutional structure set up in that year. 

The degree of inter-party competition was also closely 

related to the iristitutional constraints the Constitution 

imposed. Variations in degree regularly follow ch~nges in 

relationships among institutions. 

DEGREE Q}l, IN'l'ER--PAR11Y COMPETIIJ'ION 

According to Robert Dahl, high inter···party competition 

occurs when 11 two parties . . . in a legislature • • . pursue 

strategies such that bobh'cannot simultaneously belong to 

a winning coalition. 119 Meas~red by this criterion inter

party competition in prewar Japan was never very great. It 

did not reach the constant intensity that is characteristic 

of the British parliamentary system, largely because the 

prewar Japanese polity was of the "separation of powers" 

type. 

vVhe.re parties have to compete for governing power not 

only with each other but also with six nonparty institutions, 

party-nonparty competition is likely to attenuate purely 

party competition. A comparatively low level of inter-party 

cornpeti tion is to be expected when party--nonparty 

antagonism is . high:, because the overall balance of 

power between the party and nonparty institutions defines 

certain major lines of battle. The degree of inter-party 

competition is therefore likely to vary with the degree of 

influence the parties have in the system as a whole, an 
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influence which itself varies over time. 10 There are three 

major patterns of institutional influence: either party or 

nonparty dominance, or equal influence between the two. When 

nonparty institutions are dominant we find the lowest level 

of inter-party competition, because pRrties combine together 

against their common enemy, the dominant nonparty institutions. 

Vlhen the influence of party and nonparty institutions is more 

or less equal we find increased inter-party competition, as, 

for example, wlwn one party allies with a nonparty institution 

and gains a share of governing power at the other party's 

expense. Finally, when the Lower House is dominant the high

est level· of inter··party competition prevails, because it is 

primarily one major party which keeps the other out of power. 

I now show how the degree of inter-party competition varied 

with the differing degrees of party influence over govern-

ment. 

Nonpart;y: Dominance: 1890 - 1900, 1<t.2.2 - 19L~.Q 

Nonpa.rty irn3ti tutions were dominant between 1890 and 

1900 and again between 1932 and 1940, the Genr~ assuming 

this role in the first period, the Army in the socond. 11 

Exactly which nonparty institution was dominant makes little 

difference, because nonparty do~inance of whatever flavour 

left the parties limited opportunities for attaining govern

ing power. They could either combine together in the hope 

of increasing their institution's bargaining strength, or 

individually attempt to come to power through compromise with 

the dominant nonparty elites. 

In the early 1890's and briefly in 1898, the former 
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tactic was followed and inter-party competition during the 

first four sessions of the Diet was very low, because the 

parties ucted in concert to oppose their common enemy. In 

1898 the ~-iyuto and §hiI1:!J2oto (former Kaishinto) actually 

amalgamated into one party, the Kenseito. The gains from 

alliances with the government had not met their expectations, 

and rivalry over such alliances temporarily ceased when they 

attempted to force complete party control of the govern

~ent. Initially, it seemed as though they had been success

ful. Only four days after the formation of the Kenseito, 

Okuma and Itagaki were given the Imperial Mandate to form 

the next cabinet. But the Okuma-Itagaki cabinet lasted only 

four months and did not even meet a single session of the 

Diet. 

The fall of the Cabinet resulted primarily from the 

breakup of the Kenseito, important reasons for which were 

politico-institutional. Even this cabinet was tinder only 

partial party control, for the veto power of the Army and 

Navy remained in nonparty hands, and when .§l!:J.m_p_.2_to Minister, 

Ozaki Yukio, made an unintentionally arnbigious speech --- he 

used the term "republicanism" in a hypothetical allusion to 

Japan -- the Army, House of Peers, and Privy Council 

seized on the issue in an attempt to bring down the quasi

party government. The former Jiyuto, realising that by 

supporting these nonparty institutions it could perhaps 

increase its own power, also pressed for Ozaki's resignation. 

The Cabinet was soon forced to resign and the Kenseito 

disbanded into two parties once more. 
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In the ensuing thirteenth and fourteenth sessions, until 

February 1900, the Kenseito (old i[iyuto) continued to support 

the government. By means of an agreement with the Genro 

Premier, Yamagata Aritomo, it became the government party 

with authority over the Kens~_ihonto ( old Shimpoto), which 

firmly opposed the government. A.s always, when one party 

strengthened its position relative to another by means of 

compromise with the dominant nonparty institution, party 

rivalry increased. 

Inter-party competition between 1932 and 1940 paralleled 

that of 1890-1900, except that in the latter period no party 

managed to come to.power through alliance with a nonparty 

institution, and competition remained consistently low. The 

problem of being cut off from power provoked the same 

reaction in the 1930's as it had in the ear;t.y '1890 1 s. A 

party coalition was contemplated to face the common nonparty 

enemy. Throughout the 1930 1 s there were pressures for a 

two-party coalition cabinet, such as the Okuma-Itagaki 
. . 

cabinet of 1898, and then for a single party to replace all 

existing ones. 

'rhe movement for amalgamation was highly controversial. 

Experienced party members realised that no party, however 

large, could control the government without nonparty support. 

As long as these members held the upper hand, each major 

party grasped at any share of governing it could. Both 

compromised with the nonparty elites, but because neither 

managed to gain more power than the other and what they did 

was largely ineffective, competition between them remained 
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low. Usually, each party received only one or two seats. 

'rhe nonparty institutions, in particular the Army, refused 

to allow large numbers of party men to assume high offices. 

The Seiyiikai and Min~eit~ remained separate~ but in. their 

eagerness for even token office agreed to serve in the same 

cabinets, and members of both parties sat in seven out of 

the eight ministries in which parties were represented. 

Inter-·party competition reached its lowest level when 

heither party was Eepresented in the Cabinet. In the 1937 

election, .following the rise of the Hayashi cabinet from 

which all parties had be excluded, there was an 11 unprece

dented lack1112 of competi t:i.on between the [.3eiyukai and 

Minsei to, and it was at this stage that plans for a 1:3ingle 

party became serious. Both major parties were out of powe~ 

neither saw any way out of .the impasse, and both therefore 

combined to oppose the nonparty government. In October 19L~0 

a sinBle party embracing all Diet parties, the Taisei Yokusan 

Kai (Imperial Rule Assistance Association), was formed. The 

parallel with 1898 is striking. Although the TaiB~i Yokusan 

Kai was sponsored by nonparty elites in an attempt to stream

line Japanese government, the parties saw it as a vehicle of 

greater influence for themselves and supported it for this 

reason. When it failed to fulfill their expectations, their 

enthusiasm cooled and the new party remained important only 

in name. 

Low inter-party competition charaterized both periods 

in which nonparty institutions were dominant, and the further 

away from power the parties were the lower it became. In 
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1890-1900, compromises with nonparty governments were more 

likely to be rewarded with __Q__al:)_inet seats than in 1932-1940, 

and inter-party competition was therefore higher in the 

former period. In the 1890's the six nonparty institutions 

were generally united under Genro leadership, and by negoti

ating an agreement with the Genro, a party could be largely 

assured of at least the neutrality of the other five and 

enjoy concrete benefits from their compromise. Between 

1932 and 191+0, however, this strategy did not offer such 

immediate results. There was no nonparty institution to 

take over the Genro' s :function of di.rec ting and co--ordin

ating the others, each of which acted semi-autonomously in 

pursuit of its own separate interests. No one compromise 

could be compreh~nsive enough to embrace all nonparty 

institutions and provide either party with enough governing 

power to seriously threaten the other. 

During the 1930 1 s party strategy was further complicated 

by prime ministers' refusal to come to terms with just one 

party, owing to various pressures to form k;Y:okoku i:t<2.!!-=!: 

(national unity) cabinets consisting of a limited number of 

representatives from each major institution. The Lower 

House was merely one of these institutions and therefore 

entitled to representation as such_, on an institutional 

basis alone. Where both major parties represented the House 

in the same cabinet there was little likelihood that sub

stantial inter--party competition would emerge. r~he more 

independent each nonparty institution became the more 

jealously it guarded its share of Cabinet seits, a~d the 
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fewer p-Ositions were left for the Lower House. The greater 

the degree of autonomy among the nonpa.rty institutions be

came, the less povrnr any one party could gain at the other's 

expense, and therefore, the less intense bec·ame inte:r-party 

competition. 

E9.ual _Influence: _1300....,.1918 

When the influence of party and nonparty institutions 

was more or less equal, as between 1900 and 191813 , and one 

party conld acquire some degree of governing power over 

another, inter-party competition increased. The ~~nseihonto, 
' because') of its reluctance to compromise, remained out of 

power throughout 1900--1912 while the ~3eiyjikai, through com

promises with the Genro, was the government party. ~rhe result 

of this one--party dominance was greater inter-party competi.:.._: : " 

tion. 

The expansion of §_i~tyukai influence in the early 1900' s 

aroused the envy and hostility of the parties left behind, 

and soon there were movements· for an anti--Seiyukai merger. 

Politicians increasingly fell into two rival camps, Seiyukai 

and anti-Seiyjik!'3-i, a development revealed by the collapse of 

the 1912 Movement for Constitutional Government1 4 Co-opera

tion between leaders of the combined party movement, Ozaki 

Yukio (Seiy___ukai) and Inukai Tsuyoshi (Kokuminto) broke down 

over the 3eiyukai's compromise with the Navy premier, 

Yamamoto Gombei. The §.eiyukai-Yamamoto agreement brought 

the §gJyuk~t_ a considerable share of Cabinet posts and 

relegated the JSokuminto ( ex-~~n§.~i-_hogt~D to the role of 

opposition and the §ei;y_ilis33-i's competitor. 
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The various attempts to destroy Seiyukai hegemony were 

direct responses to that party's growing influence between 

1900 and 1912 and culminated in 1913 with the formation of 

the Doshikai. The new party was a pragmatic coalition of 

party and nonparty men that hoped to compete with the 

Seiyukai on its own grounds. By May 1913, Hara Kei, the 

Seiyukai leader, saw it as a major threat to his party. 

11 Henceforth,1' he said, "the enemy will be the second party. 111 5 

In a situation of more or l~ss equal party and nonparty 

influence inter-party competition had developed to produce 

two rival party groupings. 

From 1913 to 1918 the rift between the two parties 

increased. After gaining the majority of seats in Katsura's 

third ministry (December 1912 - February 1913), the Doshikai 

went on to share a longer term of office in 5kuma's second 

ministry (April 1911.t - October 19'16) and the Sej.yukai was 

excluded from power. More and more each party was becoming 

the other's major obstacle to executive office and the 

rivalry between them grew. 

Lower House Dominance: 1918-1932 

Inter-party competition reached its height between 1918 

and 1932, when the Lower House became the dominant institu

tion.16 The failures of the nonparty cabinets of 1922-1924 

only served to emphasise the low ebb of nonparty prestige, 

and the cabinets of Kato Tomosaburo, Yamamoto Gombei, and 

Kiyoura Keigo were truly exceptions that proved the rule. 

All other ministries between 1918 and 1932 were predominantly 

party creations, under the premiership of party leaders. 
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The leader of the major opposition party was more or less 

automatically summoned at the fall of a cabinet, and the 

system was never so close to the parliamentary type. It 

therefore never revealed a greater degree ot inter-party 

competition~ The major preoccupation of each party was to 

oust its rival .from power, because "the normal course of 

constitutional government 11 (~ensei no Jodo) made it a reason

able expectation that the party in opposition, rather than 

a nonparty institution, would take over at the fall of a 

cabinet. -:~very government under the predominant control of 

one major party was vigorOlrnly opposed by the other, and of 

the nonparty cabinets in 19;~2-~19214-, those which were support~ 

ed by one party had to contend with the hostility of the 

other, rrhe only cabinet support eel by more than one party, 

that of K~Qseikai president Kato Komei in June 1924, was 

soon reshuffled into a ~egseik~.i cabinet which the Sei;yukai 

then opposed. 

In terms of Dahl's indicator, competition between 1918 

and 1932 was high: the two parties could not simultaneously 

belong to a winning coalition. But the extent of inter

party competition could never approach that of a parliament

ary system and neither could it be a purely party affair, 

because the nonparty institutions were always directly or 

indirectly involved. §_~_i;y_~ka,i dominance and the growth of 

party rivalry between 1900 and 1912, for example, was the 

direct result of the bargain the Beiyjikai struck with the 

Genro, and the higher level of competition between 1918 

and 1932 was a direct consequence of temporarily reduced 
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nonparty antagonism towards the Lower House. 

Before a party could form a government the nonparty 

institutions, primarily the Q~Qro, had to see it as a 

widely acceptable agent for harmonizing competing elites, 

and it was primarily to obtain [.i:_<~E!:.!=.'o confidence that the 

parties vied with each other. The Genr~ therefore made a 

major contribution to growing inter-party competition. The 

Lower House may have been the dominant ii1Sti tution between 

1918 and 1932, but the power to decide which of the two 

major parties would hold the Premiership still lay firmly 

with the Q~!}.JO. Because the Premier ha.d considerable say 

in allocating Cabinet seats and a party man could use the 

office to extend his party's authority, the Q~r~~Q' s choice 

had important repercussions. 1rhrough the Genro, premiers 

could be changed without elections and then one carefully 

managed election could convert the new governm~nt's minority 

in the House into a majority. The alternation in power 

was facilitated not by the electoral process, but by extra

constitutional intrigue followed by electoral ratification. 

The Q~nEQ therefore, could play one party off against an~ 

other, and as the parties vied for Q~nro favour they became 

more and more competitive. 

Conclusion 

The major site of inter-party competition in the prewar 

Japanese system could never be elections, as it is in a 

parliamentary system, because the support of the non

elective nonparty institutions was as essential as, and at 

times, even more important than popular Bupport, In a 
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parliamentary system elections alone determine Cabinet 

composition and party fortunes: the party that gains con

trol of the legislature also gains control of the executive. 

In the Japanese 11 separation of powers 11 system, however, there 

was no site which provided an all-or-nothing contest for 

the parties. A plurality or even a majority in the House 

of Representatives did not automatically translate itself 

into Cabinet power. Other branches not involved in party 

elections competed for Cabinet control, and if their 

accomodation meant not including members of the current 

majority party, a further election could be used to reverse 

the fortunes of the two parties~ Elections were used in 

this way on. several occasio1rn when the Q~!~f'.Q found the 

majority party unfit to enter the executive coalition. In 

-1929, for example, when the Minsei_to president, Hamaguchi 

Osachi, was summoned to form a ministry, the Minseito had. 

only 173 seats, while the opposition possessed 237. The 

House was dissolved, a general election held, and the 

Minsei to won 273 seats· to the Seiyukai 's 1?4. Because it 

enjoyed the support of the Home Ministry, it was rare that 

a pro-government party lost an election. Any cabinet 

could enter a hostile Diet, dissolve it, and manipulate 

the elections to produce a controlling majority. 

Elections, therefore, did not determine party influence, 

they merely confirmed it. As Duus points out, "the cabinet 

was not organized because it had a majority in the Diet; 

rather it was organized because it was able to create such 

a rna,jori ty. 1118 Inter-party competition was determined by 
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influences apart from elections and the parties that took 

part in them. Even at its highest level, it was moderated 

by the continuous need for the Lower House as a whole to 

maintain a competitive advantage over the· nonparty institu-

tions. Because the parties could never be completely in 

control of government, they could n~ver afford to ignore 

the common threat from nonparty institutions, and as long 

as they had a common enemy, competition between them could 

never be zero-sum. Moreover, a party had many more nonparty 

than party competitbrs, and purely party competition could 

never be hir;h. 

The problem of sharing executive office with non

party institutions affected not only relations between 

parties but also caused conflict within them. Members of 

the same party disagreed as much over tactics as did 

members of different parties. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INTRA-PARTY FACTIONALISM 

Intra-party factionaL movements followed a pattern 

si.milar to that of inter-party competition, except that the 

fragmented power structure of prewar Japan, which served 

to keep the latter generally low, kept intra-party faction

o.lism consistently high. '.rl1e sharing of Cabinet control 

among seven institutions of which the parties occupied 

only one meant that both major parties could be excluded 

from the government, a ~c;ituation likely to produce internal 

differences over the best means to get back in power, Dif

ferent members could advocate different strategies, some 

demanding the immediate introduction of pure party cabinets 

through party alliances, others realising that winning party 

power is a gradual procer;s requiring compromises with non

part~ institutions. 

Before the parties confronted the Constitution, fact

ionalism was primarily geographically based. The IiJuto, 

for example, was divided into a Kanto (Eastern Districts) 

.iJY~t~, based in Tokyo, and a Kansai (Western Districts) 

Jiyjito, based in Osaka. After 1890, the numerous regional 

parties which had contested the first general election 

became factions of the larger Diet party amalgamations, the 

Jiyuto and the ~-a~_9hinto, and during the early sessions of 

the Diet, divisions within these parties continued to result 
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from geographical causes. In the first session, for example, 

when forty-one Jiyuto men were bribed into betraying their 

party by voting for the government's budget, all did so as 

members of the same Tosa faction (present day Koc hi prefec-

ture). 

As in the case of·inter-party competition, it was only 

after the parties had become Diet-based, operating within 

the restrictive constitutional arrangement, that the tactical 

problem of whether or not to compromise with the nonparty 

government became the main source of intra-party divisions. 

Although re5iono.l factionalism never gave way completely to 

tactical factionalism, the frequency of the latter gradually 

reduced the former' s importance and beeame the cause of perm-

anent internal divisions. 

The impact of the politico-institutional structure on 

party·unity can be seen by examining variations in the 

degree and intensity of factionalism, which, like fluctu

ations in inter-party competition, depended on the relative 

influence of party and nonparty institutions. When the 

latter were dominant and both parties were out of power, 

factionalism was at its highest. When party and nonparty 

influence was more or less equal, particularly when one 

party dominated through its tactics of compromise, this 

party revealed much less factionalism, the other party 

much more. For the former a share in governing power 

brought greater unity, but for the latter, continued exclu

sion from power intensified factionalism over tactics as 

long as the problem of attaining power persisted. When the 

Lower House was the dominant institution and both parties 
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took turns in governing, factionalism reached its lowest 

level. But even then it far from disappeared. The very 

compromises that brought the parties power involved the 

incorporation of nonparty men into party membership, and 

factionalism sprang from their divided loyalties. 

I will illustrate variations in factionalism by taking 

examples from each of the three periods characterized by 

different relations between party and nonparty institutions. 

The .Ji,ru.tJo and !~.c~A.§9-.:igj~Q began their life in the Diet 

in united opposition to the Genro-led goverrment, which at 

this stage better revealed how the Constitution divided the 

members of its component parts. The Genro were split into 

pro- and anti--compromise factions, and initially the latter 

held the upper hand. In the general election of 1892, for 

example, Home Minister Shinagawa Yajiro of the Yamagata 

faction encouraged extensive and.unscrupulous police inter

ference in an attempt to create a House "loyal 11 to the 

government. But the strategy backfired and the government 

parties were soundly defeated. The Minto captured a 

majority of seats, and the Genro thereby discovered, to 

their chagrin, that mere repression and force of authority 

could not make 11 constitutional government 111 work. They 

had unintentionally designed a constitution which gave the 

legislature a separate existence and a power to 

obstruct their wishes. But having had the Emperor Meiji 

himself, whom they had made sacred, promulgate the Consti

tution, there was no question of amending that document. 
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The only alternative to deadlock was compromise with the 

despised parties. 

Certain MJ-nto factions also gradually came to realise 

that their interests were better served by compromise. The 

Jiy-i.lto was the first party to negotiate an agreement with 

the government, but not without causing friction within 

party ranks. The feelers the leadership put out for an 

alliance in the third session did not represent the leanings 

of the whole party. 1.l1he Ji_,yuto was _split into a soft-line 

Diet~member faction inclining towards compromise, and a 

hard--line non--Di et--.meraber faction. By· the fifth session 

(November - December 1893) tactically-based factionalism 
I 

was sufficient to cause a deep rift over the expulsion 

from the House of Hoshi Toru. Because Hoshi was leader of 

the soft-line faction, the division into pro-- and anti

Hoshi supporters had as its.basis the division into pro

and anti-compromise factions. 

Kaishinto unity also began to crumble as its members 

witnesrrnd the rewards the Ji;yji!,_§. gained from its more flex

ible tactics. In late 1893 Okuma c~1e to a private under

standing with former prime minister and Genro Matsukata 

Masayoshi, and in 1896 pro-compromise members led the party 

into an alliance that culminated in the Matsukata-Okuma 

cabinet. 

Factionalism in the 1890's was high, because all party 

members did not immediately recognise the institutional 

restraints the Constitution i+nposed,and only trial and error 

revealed the most rewarding tactics. Factionalism was even 
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higher in the 1930's, because the compromises which had 

brought the parties power in the preceding years no longer 

yielded the same results, and the parties strained at their 

narrow confines with renewed frustration and confusion. 

Both parties were consistently and highly factionalized 

during the 1930' s. Each time a now non1mrty premier was 

appointed and the parties received their maximum of two 
·2 

cabinet portfolios each, a new wave of factionalism erupted. 

The question was always whether to support these goverrunents 

in the hope of receiv~ng a greater share of power next time. 

or whether to combine their forces and oppose the e;overnment 

in the hope of replacing nonparty premiers with party men. 

Different views on how to revive party control of the Cabinet 

were at the heart of factional cleavages. During the Saito 

ministry (Ivlay 1932 - July 1934), for example, both major 

parties were divided into pro- and anti-govermnent factions. 

In t11e Sei_yi:ikai the mainstream [3uzuki faction advocated 

sevorence of all ties with the government, while the anti-

mainstream Kuhara faction supported it. In the Minseito 

similar internal differences resulted in the secession 

in December 1932 of approximately twenty-five members 

opposed to the Saito government, who formed their own party, 

the Kokumin Domei, under ex·-Minsei to leader Adachi Kenzo. 

The breach within the S~~~i intensified during the 

subsequent Okada mi~istry (July 1934 - March 1936). The 

dominant Suzuki faction, now joined by the previously pro

government Kuhara faction3, declared the §~iyutai opposed to 
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the Okada government, and three Seiyukai members -- Tokonami 

Takejiro, Uchida Nobuya, and Yamazaki Tatsunosuke -- were 

expelled when they accepted Cabin_~:t seats. Nine additional 

members of the Tokonami faction subsequently.received parlia

mentaryundersecretaryships or councillorships, and that 

faction's stake in the government was confirmed. Other pro

compromise Seiyukai members clarified their leanings in 1935 

when they left the Seiyukai to form a pro-government part~, 

the Showakai. 

By 1937 the Seiyukai was essentially two parties, a 

pro-compromise Seiyukai led by Nakajima Chikuhei and Maeda 

Yonezo, and an anti-compromise Seiyukai led by Kuhara Fusa

nosuke and Hatoyama Ichiro. The Minseito was scarcely any 

better off. President Machida Chuji, staunchly anti

compromise, had control of the mainstream faction, and the 

minority pro-compromise group under Nagai Ryutaro battled 

against Machida in vain. 

In both parties factionalism centred on the same issue, 

and co-operation between like-minded factions of each was 

not uncommon. The Nagai faction of the 1'/Iinsei to and the 

Nakajima faction of the Seiyukai, for example, were both 

interested in the formation of a mass-based party to restore 

"party" cabinets. By presenting themselves as mobilizers 

of public support for the government, they also hoped to 

regain recognition by the other elites that they were 

essential to the preservation of unchallenged elite control, 

a recognition they hoped would bring offers to share that 

control. 4 In 1939 when president Machida refused to allow 
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~'!t_nsei to split was complete, and in early 194-0 Nagai and 

thirty seven others bolted the party to work with those non

Minsej~t§. factions mo~e_ re_ceptive to their ideas. 

Factionali~;m in the 1930' s was sufficiently deep to 

produce a degree of cross--party identification and may have 

resulted in part from a change in the balance of institu

tional power. As discussed in the previous chapter, one of 

the developments of the /1930' s was an increased independence 

and autonomy of the nonparty institutions, which added to 

party dislocation. A larger number of separate institu

tions competing for Cabinet control increased the sources 

of deadlock and hence the number of necessary compromises. 

Differences within the parties arose not simply over 

whether to compromise but also with whom. 

The Army was the dominant institution, but it did not 

have sufficient swa:y over the other nonparty ones to make 

compromise with it amount to compromise with· all. 'I1he 

most influential institutions keeping the parties from power 

were the Army, the Navy, and the Civil Service. Some party 

members saw these as the most important to capture, but 

others considered compromise with an institution less 

opposed to the parties to offer better prospects. Conse

quently, different party members tended to advocate alliances 

with different elites. In the Seiyjikai, for example, Adachi 

Kenzo looked to the Army and Mori Kaku to the Privy Council.5 

While there is not much explicit evidence that the 

increased variety of possible compromises was directly re-
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sponsible for factionalism in particular cases, the differ~ 

ent paths that could be followed did seem to be at the heart 

of party disunity. Moreover, if inter-party competition 

varied with fragmentation of povver, quite likely intra

party factionalism also did. 

Equal Jnfluen9e: 1900-1913 

In the 1930's when both parties were continuously 

excluded from important Cabinet positions, each was so highly 

factionalized o~er strategies to regain high office that 

intra--party factionalism largely overcame and replaced any 

type of inter--party divisions. '\'t/11en only one party enjoyed 

high offic~ however, intense pro- versus anti-compromise 

factionalism was confined to the excluded party, as happened 

between 1900 and 1913. Because of its reluctance to com-

promise, the Kenseihont~ remained in opposition for twelve 

years,· during which time factionalism over tactics was very 

deep .. In iact, conflict over different strategies eroded 

Kenseihonto so1iclarity to the point where each faction estab-

6 lished separate headquarters. 

The pro-compromise or "reform" faction banded together 

under the leadership of Oishi Masami, and sought to attain 

power solely by coming to terms with the nonparty elites. 

The anti-compromise faction was led by Inukai Tsuyoshi, a 

liberal diehard from the 1880's who ardently opposed any 

policy that allowed the continuation of Genro influence. 

Inukai was still a champion of total opposition, and he 

urged the Kenseihonto to remain a "people's party" ancl unite 

with the ;3e~yu~9-i in a concerted attack on the nonparty 
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controlled government. The reform faction contended that 

such a policy would be political suicide, because the 

[3e~_;yu½;ai was in fact their principal enemy. '/✓hat was need

ed to bring the Kenseihont~ to power was to have an influen

tial menilier of the ruling clique, such as Katsura Tar~, join 

with them against the Se~yukai. 

A partial merger of anti--§ei;z__ukaJ_ forces did material

ize in 1910, and a new party, the Kokuminto, was formed. 

But each faction supported the merger foi, different reasons, 

and differences over strategy remained just as deep. Inukai 

saw in the new party the possibility of a bulwark against the 

Genre whereas Oishi was intent on using it as a means of ----·-·-' 
enticing Katsura a.way from the ;Je:~_yukai_ into the leadership 

of the Kokuminto. 

The internal conflict finally came to a head in mid

January 1913, when the Inukai faction encouraged commitment 

to the Movement for Constitutional Government, which meant 

alliance with the ~~_tyjilrn.i in an attack on the Katsura gov

ernment, and the 6ishi faction urged joining with Katsura in 

his proposed new party. Initially Inukai's view prevailed, 

and. the party supported the l\liovement against Katsura. But 

with the formation of Katsura's Doshikai, the party split 

into two almost equal parts: forty-four Diet men resigned 

from the Kokuminto to join the Doshikai, and a similar nwn-

ber remained with Inukai in a party that was forever to 

remain in the wilderness. In later years, Inukai formed 

another party, the Kakushin ~Ur_.§.bU (Reform Club), but this 

too remained small and without influence, and in 1927 he 
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frequent, rarely developed into significant forces, and 

tactical considerations usually obliged dissidents to rejoin 

one of the major parties. 

Factionalism in the Kenseihonto (after 1910, the Koku

!_!!ig!_§_) in 1900-1913 was of the kind most obviously attribut

able to the politico-institutional structure, and was the 

direct outcome of different groups advocating different ways 

of adapting to it. The Sci~yukai was also to experience a 

resurgence of such factionalism in '1912, when the Katsura-

Hara alliance which had kept the party in power for the 

last seven years collapsed and the Seiyiikai also became an 

opposition party. r11he c,ornpromise issue came to the fore once 

more. The 11 hard 1' faction .felt it could no longer tolerate 

sharing power with the likes of Katsura and wanted to make 

another attempt at establishing pure party cabinets. The 

"soft" faetion, on the other hand, realised how valuable 

compromise had been to the party, indeed, that the very 

foundations of party power depended on it. The latter view 

prevailed. Once an opportunity for regaining governing 

power through compromise arose, the Seiyjikai seized .it, and 

the 11 soft-hard 11 dichotomy died until the next time the 

party found itself out of power. 

Between 1900 and 1912, prior to the breakdown of the 

§~tyukai-Katsura agreement and the factionalism over whether 

to restore it, the [:3ei,yukai had been firmly cornrni tted to the 

tactic of compromise, which brought it substantial rewards. 

But internal di visions stemming from the poli tico--insti tutional 

structure did not cease with the acquisition of power. If the 
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decision to compromise no longer produced serious division in 

the party, the form the concessions took did. The agreement 

under which the Seiyukai was created, Q~}1ro Ito becoming its 

president, meant that the party.contained two antagonistic 

groups of people, former Jiyjlto party men and nonparty 

followers of Ito, and a struggle developed between the two 

over Cabinet composition, party policy, and ;:idministration. 

l<'actionalism between bureaucratic and pure party members 

remained a permanent feature of the party, as it did of other 

parties which incorporated nonparty elements into their ranks. 1 

Both major parties included such mixed membership after 1913, 

and from this time on experienced .factionalir3m along lines 

of institutional origin. 

Another source of Seiyukai factionalism during the 

early 1900 1 s was the incompleteness of their control over 

the Cabinet. That the party had §Om~ power did not prevent 

factionalism. over efforts to acquire gigr_~. In 1903 certain 

members of the anti---bureaucratic faction, the Tosa--ha, saw 

a potential source of greater influence in Army General 

Katsura Taro, Genro Yama.gata's chief protege. It was 

Yamagata, rather than Ito, who wielded cqntrol over most 

nonparty inst~tutions, and the Tosa-ha hoped that Katsura's 

support would bring the §..~J-yukai easier access to Yamagata. 

With this aim in mind, they advocated closer collaboration 

with Katsura, a policy opposed by Ito and one which antagon

ized another group within the anti--bureaucratic faction, 

which was disgusted at the extent of collaboration already 

taking place. The latter faction, headed by Ozaki Yukio, 
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had reached the limit of its toleration for compromise when 

the party came under Ito's presidency and was not prepared 

to brook rrny further dilution of party principles. Eventually, 

both factions resigned from the party, whose ·strength in the 

Diet declined from 193 to 128. 7 

Even if a party was well entrenched in the power struc

tur~ as was the Sei~iikai~ it could still suffer from internal 

friction. The very course of action that had reduced the 

occurrence of one type of factionalism contained within·it 

the seeds of another, bobh of which were direct outcomes of 

the politico-institutional structure. 

'.I1he Tosa faction's willingness to compromise also illu

strates how regional and tactical factionalism usually over

lapped and that only rarely was the source of factionalism 

purely geographic. Another case of regional association 

co_inciding with tactical inclination occurred in 1913 when 

the Kokuminto split. Duus exl)lains the secession of half 

its members in terms of regional ties, and indeed most of 

those who left as well as those who remained in the Koku-. 

minto did so as members of electoral districts.S But because 

party politicians were dependent for their Diet membership 

on electoral support built up in their districts, no member 

could afford to put his individual tactical preference above 

the interests of his prefectural party or·ganization. Unless 

their seats were to be risked, decisions had to be made 

collectively, and Kokuminto members therefore divided over 

party strategy as members of prefectural groups. Although 

a certain amount of regional factionalimn is observable 

throughout the prewar period, it was usually related to 
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divisions over tactics. 

J:iower House Dominance: 191~-19329 

Even though between 1918 and 1932 the Lower House was 

the dominant institution and the two major pirties took turns 

in wielding a significant share of Cabinet povrer, factionalirnn 

· persisted. Between 1928 and 1929, for example, no less than 

fifty-seven Diet members (one eighth of the total membership) 

changed parties without electoral mandate ]O rrhe party out of 

power was always a breeding ground for disagreement over tac ... 

tics on how to get back. Even the party in power was not immune 

to divisions resulting from constitutionally imposed dilemmas: 

factionalism sprung either from the results of compromise, or 

from disagreements over future possil>le compromises. 

Illustrative of such factionalism were disagreements 

within the Sei_yukai between '1922 and 1926. From 1922 to 1924, 

the party was out of power, and it soon split over the question 

of compromise. Accompanying the friction over tactics was 

f ac tionali sm over the party presidency. The position re-

quired a man of national reputation with sufficient acGess to 

the Cabinet-makers to make him a likely candidate for the 

Premiership. The LttlY.:gl:c~i I s current president, Takahashi 

Korekiyo, was no longer eligible. His cabinet of 1921-1922 

had lasted only seven months, largely because he could not 

attract the necessary combination of institutional support, 

and having lost the confidence of the Genro, he was ignored 

for the next three premierships. 

Those who favoured compromise, therefore, also wanted 

to replace Takahashi with a man more likely to catch the 
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Q_enrQ's eye. The pro-compromise and anti-Takahashi factions 

were the same, and in 1924, they left the ~eiyukai to form 

the D~~honto: 149 members defected, leaving the old 

Seiyjlkai with only 129. 11 The Seiyuhonto decided to support 

the Peers--dominated Kiyoura government, while Takahashi, 

issuing a public statement in which he attacked the House 

of Peers for exceeding its proper function by participating 

in forming a cabinet, resigned his own peerage. 

Durjng and after the conflict over Takahashi's presidency, 

f actionalisrn in the geiyukai was abetted by its mixed bureau-

cratic and pure party membership. The other major party, 

the Kcnseikai, suffered from the frnme malady. As Scalapino 

writes, 11 With their ranks full of professional officials, 

militarists, and opportunists, they were split more basically 

than ever before in struggles over either principle.or 

power. 1112 Always, it seemed, the politico-institutional 

structure would result in intra--party factionalism and low 

party discipline. 

Conclusion 

No matter how much the balance of influence between 

parties and nonparty institutions was in the former's favour, 

party discipline could never attain the level of that in a 

parliamentary system, because the same politico-institutional 

incentives for cohesion were absent. In a parliamentary 

system, such as Britain's, there is a close union between the 

legislative and executive branches of governemnt. The 

personnel of both branches are determined by a single election, 

and the leader of the party which gains a majority in the 
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House of Commons becomes the Prime Minister, who forms the 

Cabinet. Elected office-holders of the same party control 

both the executive and legislative branches, and herein lies 

the incentive for party unity and discipline:' the very 

existence of the e~ecutive depends on the regular support 

of a majority of legislators, who select that executive from 

among their own number. If the majority party does not 

support its own executive, the opposition party may force a 

· dissolution and oust them both. Because the party's executive 

depends _on party discipline, there is a strong institutional 

incentive for it. 

In the ,Japanese "separation of powers" system, however, 

there could be no such interdependence betwe~n the legis

lative and executive branches. The executive was a coalition 

of representatives from one party and six nonparty institu

tions. It was therefore usually predominantly nonparty, 

independent of and not responsible to the Lower House parties. 

· Neither the executive nor the legislative branch's existence 

depended entirely on the support of the other, and the 

functional importance of partisan discipline was therefore 

considerably reduced. Because defection from the legis

lative majority did not critically affect the existence of 

the executive, or even alvmys alter a party's share in 

control of that executive, tllere was little politico

institutional inventive against defecting. 

In the Japanese system, a party's share of Cabinet 

control could not be increased by a tightening of party ranks, 

as in a parliamentary system, but rather, by a loosening of 
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party ranks to incorporate members of those nonparty insti

tutions without whose support no cabinet could stand. 1ractics 

required winning sympathy from various sources and a dilution 

of pure party principles, and differences over tactics were 

responsible for a great deal of factionalism. Disagr~ement 

arose over both the necessity to make concessions as well as 

their nature, over the inclusion of fundamentally antagonistic 

forces in the one party organization, and in later years, 

over which one out of several increasingly independent non

party institutions the party should attempt to conciliate. 

High intra-party factionalism was an inevitable outcome of the 

prewar Japanese politico-institutional structure, and while 

regional factionalism never disappeared, it did not cut 

across the tactical divisions but usually coincided with 

them. 



CHAPTER 3 

LEADERSHIP 

As illustrated by the nature of inter-party competition 

and intra-party factionalism, the main concern of prewar 

Japanese parties was to obtain some share of Cabinet power, 

which required friendly relations with the competing non

party institutions. It was most important to win the favour 

of the Q.§_~r£, who were responsible for selecting the Premier, 

the highest political office accessible to the parties. 

Possession of the Premiership was a party's ultimate goal, 

because the office carried with it a considerable say in the 

distribution of Cabinet portfolios, which a party premier 

could use to establish his party's influence in government. 

The essen·bial qualification for the Premiership was 

acceptability to the Genro, and the.refore the parties wanted 

as leaders men capable of meeting Genro criteria, which 

gradually centred on the ability to harmonize and reconcile 

the competing elites' views. The first concern of the Genro 

was that the Cabinet should function smoothly. If a party 

leader could demonstrate his accord with the other elites 

and his ability to co-ordinate the conflicting politico

institutional forces, he thereby demonstrated to the Genr6 

his suitability for the Premiership. The position required 

a personality with prestige and contacts in as many of the 

competing institutions as possible. Since the single party 



institution faced an alliance of six nonparty ones, a nonparty 

rather than a party man would normally cormnand the more wide

spread influence. The parties therefore tried to attract 

influential men and frequently recruited leaders from outside 

rather than within party rank:s. 

Merely obtaining a president with widespread influence, 

however, did not guarantee Gepro favour. Because a leader 

who could not maintain harmony within his own party was 

unlikely to cope with inter-institutional relations, the 

president also had to command the united support of rank and 

file members. rrhe Genro frequent1y pasBed over leaders of 

disunited parties, although when they found more than one 

party man eligible for the Premiership, they chose the one 

they personally liked and trusted more. Simply to be liked 

by th~ Genro, therefore, was important. But Genro favour on 

its own was not sufficient to guarantee sustained tenure of 

office, because the party itself could desert an uncommitted 

leader. Hence parties needed presidents whose loyalties 

were first and foremost, to the party and whose sole concern 

was to promote its interests. The history of prewar party 

leadership is that of a search for men who could combine these 

qualities, who both understood the mentality of the Genro and 

knew how to manipulate the Constitution in the party's 

interests. 

The ability of prewar leaders to gain the Premiership 

varied directly with the amount of influence the Lower House 

had, but the main criterion the parties used to measure the 

success of their leaders did not change. Throughout they 
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aimed to attract as leaders the kinds of men the Genr~ were 

nominating to the Premiership and they never realised that 

in circumstances of minimal party influence no party leader 

had much chance of becoming Prime Minister.. On these occasions 

they would have been wiser to have lowered their sights, and 

instead of seeking the highest cabinet offic~ they should 

have worked more patiently to build up their strength by su6h 

means as occupation of the Home Ministership. Where parties 

and their leaders aspired to unrealistic heights, they w~re 

doubly "unsuccessful", because their singleminded concentration 

on the one una~tajnable prize prevented them from gaining more 

easily available spoils. Factioi1alism over "unsuccessful 11 

leadership in the 1930's was therefore less the fault of the 

leaders' qualifications than of unrealistic expectations. 

Lack of detailed historical information has precluded 

definite conclusions on the types of lead~rs associated with 

the varying degrees of party influence in government. From 

the mid-1920's on in particular, literature on certain 

leaders was unavailable, and little has been written in 

English or Japanese about the parties in the 1930's. My 

comments on this latter period are therefore tentative, and 

my overall conclusions less well documented than those of 

other chapters. I deal now with leadership in the early 

years of constitutional government. 

~~t0_~_~.Q-l Party T~.fl-Y._~,ng __ ~: · i!.iYY12 1890-::J.20Q, 

Kaishinto 1890-1913 

The first years of constitutional government were an 
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exploratory period for the parties, during which they 

discovered which tactics were the least rewarding. It took 

time to understand the mechanics of the constitutional 

structure and to realise that the choice of. party leader was 

an important part of strategy. 

The policy of both the Jiyuto and ~8-~.§.E.!:I.!:t?. when they 

entered the Diet in 1890 was to meet the government head on 

and force a showdown in the hope of securing complete party 

control of government. But by 1893 the Jiylito realised the 

futility of total defiance and adopted a more conciliatory 

approach, and in "1898, with the collapse of the Okuma--Itagaki 

ministry, it came to appreciate the need for a leader with 

leverage in the nonparty institutions. 

Like any ministry, that of Okuma and Itagaki had to 

include nonparty men. Army and Navy Ministers were restricted 

to generals and admirals on the active list, who were 

forbidden to join parties by the military command, and in 

Okuma's cabinet the Service Ministers were guardians of Genro 

interests. ':L1he Navy Minister was Q_E:E0~0 Saigo Tsugumichi, and 

the Army Minister Yamagata's chief protege, Katsura Taro. 

Because neither party leader had any agreement with the 

G~:nr§. or any other nonparty institution, these Service 

Ministers represented hostile forces, as did the House of 

Peers, the Civil Service, and the Privy Council, all of 

vrhich were responsible for incidents leading to the Cabinet's 

fall. The need for an influential party leader, who could 

negotiate the support of the veto-possessing nonparty 

institutions and render party administration effective, 
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became abundantly clear in 1898. 

Neither Okuma nor Itagaki had the necessary qualifica

tions. Both men had sponsored the movement for a popular 

assembly in the '1870's and '1880's, and while in a parlia

mentary system such popular leaders would have served the 

parties well, they were of limited use in the Japanese 

"separation of powers" system, where the mere winning of 

elections did not guarantee executive power. The sole 

requirement of· a Japanese party leader was not an ability to 

win mass support for the party. He also needed the support 

and co-operation of those nonparty institutions with whom 

Cabinet control had to be shared. A party leader's most 

important role was that of broker, to negotiate and bargain 

for executive power on the party's behalf. Okuma and 

Itagaki, although ex-members of the pre-Constitution 

oligarchic government, had alienated the bulk of their 

former nonparty associates when they became party leaders, 

and they were consequently ill--equipped to lead their 

parties into sharing office with nonparty men. 

Both parties forced their popular leaders into retire

ment, Itagaki in 1900 and Okurna in '1907. Okuma continued as 

president for longer, partly because the ~i,y_uto. was quicker 

in finding a suitable replacement for Itagaki, and partly 

because the Kenseihonto ( ex--Kaishinto) did not seem to 

understand the lesson of '1898 as clearly as the Jiyuto had. 

When they did, however, they acted similarly. In '1907, a 

powerful faction which .felt that Okuma's continued association 

with the party was more of a hindrance than an asset forced 
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h:i.m from his post .. Duus makes explicit the parallel 

between the actions of both parties: "Ii-ike Itagaki, he 

[okunic:J seemc~d a man with little p:.0 0s pect of bGco,aing prem-~ 

ier and hence was useless as a ·c)'iy•·ty J.o'l?er 111 l.; L .. L. ,-; ~- _J_ .,, - G 

Bach party rrnuc;ht a president •,_rhom it considered the 

1nost li~eJ.y to carry it to powcro ~ith the exception of 

Oln1.:11a. in 1898, all premiers between "1890 and 1900 had been 

w1s t110 domin:'.l.nt nonp,irty institution \dth the povJer to 

n0minate the Premier, the parties believed that a g:.~.~Ii£ as 

pnrty leoder would offer the best chances of success. In 

:Iiro1.Jumi cmd .for1n.0d the Seivu·kaj, and in "1913 the Ko1rnmi.nfo 
o-c~ .... ,-~-....... t.~-~,-~---·••· .... - ·-----·=·••'""'"~'-

( ox-I:ense:i.honfo) aeceptt3d as president _g_~_n:ro- Katsura Tar·o 

cmd for.med the Dosh:ikai. 2 Both Ifo and Katsura were the 

sole rear3ons :for the reorganization o:f the parties they 

came to lead. That Katsura's leadership was sought a 

considero.ble nrnnber o.f years after It'o' s does not alter 

the parallel. Both leaders were selected in ~osponse to 

identical situations, lack of pa:ety pov1e·r, and both failed 

for the same reason, ironically, their .Q:..~"0:rq_ oriGins and 

loyslt::i.es. 

Ito and the Seivu~ai 
.,.,.....,,._"°" ✓~- O,.,s~,..,.._.,._ ~.••~........,,.. ,.....,,,... __ ._i,;..r,,_ ....... 

In 1900, when the old tTiii.i."to was looking for a y~fo 

leu~er, the most powerful of al]. was unavilable. Had the 

choi.ce existed, Yanwc;ata Ari torno v:ould have been the ideal 

1wrn, becanse he was the most i.nfluentiB.1 Grmro ::1nd his 
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adherents dominated the upper ranks of the Army, the 

Civil Service, the ::rouse of Peers, and the Privy Council,i, 3 

13ut because Yai!lagata w:1s staunchly opposed ~o parties 

and party government, he refused to co-operate in any 

1:1ay ,·rhich involved giving party :nen Cabinet seats. Ifo, 

on the other hand, recognised the ncc:d to 11wl-=e con.cess

ions to the pa:>.."'t:ies, and while he did not have as 1o.rge 

a faction 11s Yamae;at'l, he did coinrnand considerable 

influence in the _Q,~JI_/ci, UppC:I' Honse, Fri vy Cou~'1c iJ., and 

Civil Service.. Between Au5ur1t 1892 and },.ugust 1896 he 

had headed the second long(::st nd.niF,try of the prewar 

period, a good indication of his V1ide:31)re,:1d influenceo 

II:i.s perErnnal attributes also recommended himo Ac.cording 

to Naji t8., Ifo was s. 11 skilled diplomat sup:cemely confi d

ent of his powers of persuasion, •• the most prestigious 

"\lern:~, commanding the :r'eBpect of both friend and foe 

l 'k u4 a 1 e. 

The .:]i:..tY.~t~~.:i, with It"o as its president, was inaugurated 

on September 15, '"l';;;OO, and on Oetober 18, It"o was summoned 

to form bis fourth ministry, all of whose civilian members 

excepting the Foreie;n Minister were from the ,Seiyt"J:'kai. In 

terms of participation in the executive coalition, therefore, 

the party was apparently well positioned, both vi s--a-vis the 

nonparty institutions and especiaJ.ly rcJ.ative to the other 

major party, the ~-~~~.:?_!~Jhonto.. The latter, because of its 

unwillingness to compromise, was to remain entirely without 

power for more than a decade .. As the fall of the Okurna-
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Itagaki ministry had demonstrated, a predominantly party

occupied cabinet was no guarantee of power unless that party 

had some sort of rapport with the nonparty institutions. 

Ito's leadership was intended_to provide this rapport, but 

it failed to do so. 

By the very formation of the S~yukai, Ito alienated 

much of the nonparty support which the party men and Ito 

himself had counted on. The House of Peers, under Yamagata's 

tutelage, were still 1.inalterably hostile to the idea of party 

government and therefore dutraged at Ito's identification 

with a party. I•fany of Ito's former allies became his strong 

opponents,_ and because his ministry lasted only seven months, 

his suitability as party leader was considerably reduced. 

He had been forced to resort to an Imperial Rescript to 

bring· the Peers around on the budget and he "took responsibil-

ity11 for involving the Emperor in politics. 

For a number of reasons, Ito did not remain party 

president for much longer. Firstly, because he placed his 

own ambitions above those of the party, he lacked sensitivity 

towards the rank and file, and he frequently vvent over their 

heads by making unilateral decisions. In late 1902, for 

example, he pledged Seiyukai support to the Katsura govern

ment's Naval expansion programme without even consulting 

his party, many of whose members seceded under Ozaki Yukio 

and Hayashi Yiizo in dissatisfaction with his dictatorial 

methods. Secondly, the compromise which had created the 

Seirikai brought together two antagonistic groups, and Ito 

proved unable to handle the constant infighting between old 
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Jiyuto members and his own followers. Thirdly, orderly 

government was more important to Ito than unifying the 

Se_irikai intp a power base for himself and an avenue to 

Cabinet office for its rank and file. He had forfeited much 

of his influence among the Genro when he· deserted Yamagata, 

yet he was not firmly enough committed to the party to make 

it his political base. Consequently, he neither gave strong 

loyalty to nor received it from his party br the Genro, and 

his relationship with Yamagata steadily deteriorated. In. July 

1903, the latter engineered Ito's retirement into the Privy 

Council and into obscurity. 

Part of Ito's difficulties as _Seiyii]sai 1 eader were 

related to the.early stage of constitutional development. 

Nonparty forces were still very much united against party 

men serving as ministers, and for a Genro ·to become a party 

leader was intolerable. Later on, when the nonparty 

institutions in principle accepted the need .for _compromise, 

the assumption of party leadership by one of their number did 

not provoke the same sense of outrage, but was welcomed as 

a sign of willingness to co-operate. 

The main reason for Ito's difficulties, however, lay in 

the very qualification which had initially made him so 

attractive: his Genro status. Ito's position as both Genre 

and party president was, under the Meiji Constitution, self

contradictory. Although the Genro were in theory impartial 

"assistants" of the Emperor, in practice they were one of 

the contestants for executive power and in competition with 

the parties. The role of Genro and party leader could there-
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fore not be combined in one person. One man could not 

represent both sides of an antagonistic power relationship, 

and when the Genro were as dominant and as anti-party as 

they were in '1900, a .Q_~ni:-__~ party leader who· was committed to 

neither side only served to exacerbate conflict and postpone 

the advent of a party premier. 

Katsura and the Doshikai 

The Kokuminto were apparently unaware of the reasons 

for Ito's failure when they accepted a similar type of leader. 

In. 19'13 their response to twelve years in the political 

wilderness vras i<1entical to the Ji_y-l:ito' s in '1900: they found 

a f~e:r:!:I,'O party leader in the hope that he would become premier. 

But by alienating important sources of nonparty support, 

Katsura's leadership provoked similar consequences to those 

of Ito's. Katsura was no more able to be both Genro and party 
r.:: 

president than Ito.) 

Although the Yamagata faction split over Katsura's 

decision to form the Dosh.ikai and Katsura took some nonparty 

men with him, he alienated rather than won over strongly 

anti-party elements. The only sure links he had were with 

the Civil Service, and a group of bureaucrats formed the 

nucleus of his extra-party support. Powerful high-level 

officials, such as Kato Komei, Got5 Shimpei, and Wakatsuki 

Reijiro, with well-established connections in the Foreign, 

Home, and Finance Ministries respectively, joined the party, 

and among the talented younger bureaucrats they brought with 

them were Hamaguchi Yuko, Nagashima ,Ryuji, and Egi Yoku. 6 

,Support from the Lower House "governrnent 11 party, the 
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Oura Kanetake and Adachi Kenzo, had been close to Yamagata 

and were the source of much of his influence in the Civil 

Service and House of Peers. 

To capture a number of Yamagata adherents was·a 

significant victory for Katsura, but the reforms he offered 

the Kokuminto seemed tailored to antagonize the nonparty 

elites. Already partially estranged from Yamagata because 

of his habit of independent action, he severed relations with 

his patron by proclaiming that a Doshikai government would 

mean the end of Genro influence in politics. Katsura 

directed the six posl];!k?.i members of his third government to 

act without heed to Genro wishes. The Privy Council, the 

Navy, and the Army also had cause for concern. Katsura 

openly proclaimed to end the importance of the Privy Council 

and to make provisions for civilians to sit as Service 

Ministers.7 Even though he had been an Army General right up 

until the formation of the Doshikai, he gave no support to 

Army policies. The Navy was so antagonized that it provided 

a Navy Minister only on Imperial orders. Neither could he, 

a peer himself from 1907 to 1913,persuade any member of the 

Upper House to join his new party. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that when the Seiyukai and the Navy conspired to 

bring down Katsura's third ministry, no nonparty institution 

was willing to assist him. 

Although Katsura died only ten months after becoming 

party president, the parallel with Ito's term is striking. 

By deserting Yamagata he provoked widespread opposition among 
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the nonparty elites, just as It~ had done, and he could not 

have survived as leader for very long. No party could afford 

a leader who had lost the confidence of both the Premier

nominators and those nonparty elites without whose support 

cabinets could not survive. Ito and Katsura were also 

equally concerned with expanding their own influence above 

their party's, which both saw essentially as devices with 

which to manage the Diet. 8 Katsura's leadership would 

probably have been as dictatorial as that·of It6, with 

similar consequences. 

The welcome the Jiyjito gave to Ito in '1900 and a large 

section of the I(okurninto gave to Katsura in '19'13 were similar 

attempts to overcome the difficulties of a fragmented power 

system. Because the Genro had selected premiers largely from 

among themselves, each party believed that a Genro president 

would offer the best chances for party power. But the 

change from Itagaki and Okuma to Ito and Katsura was from one 

unworkable extreme to another. The early leaders did ha,ve 

their party's interests at heart, but they did not know how 

to manipulate the Constitution, a skill their successors 

possessed. But by forming a party the latter alienated their 

nonparty connections wi tb.out which inanipulation was impossible, 

and such leverage as they retained they used in their own 

rather than in their party's interests. 

What the parties needed was a combination of the earlier 

leaders' loyalties and the later leaders' know-how, a combina

tion both parties were to find in 1913-'14. President of the 

I3eiyukai from '1903 to '19/l 3 was Saionji Kimmochi, who through 
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his close relations with Yamagata, helped build up Sei;yu-

kai influence. Hara Kei who became president in 1913, was 

in fact the real leader during these years as vrnll, and it 

was he who went on to head the first successful pred6minantly 

party cabinet in 1918. But Saionji's nominal leadership 

until 1913 was of great use to the Sei;yukfd;.• He served as a 

cloak behind which Yamagata allowed party men to serve as 

Cabinet ministers. 

Se ivukai 190 3 ·-1913 
~--::::.U~-~~~••« ·--- ..-~-~~-~- ... -.--~------

Saionji's loyalties were more evenly divided between 

party and nonparty institutions than those of previous lqaders, 

and his lukewarmness for both enabled him to avoid provoking 

either side. He had good nonparty connections. He was member 

of a family which possessed one of the most distinguished 

lineages in the country. He had held an official post at the 

age of nineteen, and through close personal friendship~ with 

It~ and other high officials, he had risen.to the position of 

Privy Councillor at the early age of fifty. His party 

sympathies also recommencled him. Between 1871 and 1881 he had 

shown an enthusiasm for the liberal party movement to an 

extent unusual fora man of his rank, and although he severed 

his liberal connections to enter the bureaucracy, he never 

completely relinquished his earlier sympathies. 

In contrast to It~'s deep involvement in inter-insti

tutional wrangles, Saionji was personally disinterested in 

power politics. Hara Kei claimed that Saionji could neither 

execute policies nor carry out reforms and that he was an 

irresponsible president because he remained indifferent to 
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political power. 9 But because his presidency was acceptable 

to the ~e~ro, the party put up with his half-hearted commit~ 

ment to its cause. 

Saionji's prestige, unlike that of Ito; could be used 

by the party, because his lethargic leadership did not 

provoke the nonparty institutions into outraged opposition. 

An idiosyncracy of Yamagata was his categorical refusal to 

recommend party ministers or premiers, whom he would only 

sanction if they appeared in some other guise. Yamagata 

welcomed Saionji's premiership, partly because he trusted a 

man whose inertia posed no threat, and partly because Saionji 

agreed to assume office not as party leader but as a private 

individual., 

Vague and noncommital, Saionji did not threaten 

Seiyiikai unity either, unlike Ito, whose primary loyalties 

were not to his party. Ito's ·leadership had split the 

Seiyjikai, and h:i.s fourth term as prime minister had ended large

ly because he was unable 'to control the internal dissension. 

He was therefore unacceptable to the Genro on two counts, his 

desertion of their ranks and his inability to control the 

_§ei,yut':.-ai. In contrast, Saionji, although far from totally 

committed to the Seiyukai, was more sympathetic to party 

opinion, and because he passively allowed Hara to take all 

important decisions, the rank and file had no fear of being 

ignored when party interests were in the balance. 

Saionji's acceptability to both party and nonparty 

elites was the major advantage of his leadership, which won 

the §.~iy~?-i a growing share of governing power and prepared 
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it for greater influence under Hara's presidency. Saionji 

provided a screen behind which Hara could increase his 

party's bargaining strength. 

The Katsura-Hara compromise of 1905-19~2, by which 

Katsura and Saionji, the nonparty and party representatives, 

alternated the Premiership, was possible only because Saionji's 

presidency was acceptable to the nonparty side. That Hara 

and not Saionji negotiated the Genro-§~iJ-z.i!kai agreement 

demonstrated the real value of each leader. Saionji served 

only as a front man: his participation in the affairs of the 

party vvas minimal and he served merely as the nominal leader. 

Hara, on the other hand, was the real leader who bargained 

with nonparty elites on the party's behalf. As Horne Minister 

in the tvvo Saionji cabinets, he was able both to expand the 

party's·local power base and secure for it a number of 

important nonparty allie~. 

It was only because Saionji's presidency was acceptable 

to the Qe~1~2_ that Hara was able to extend his party's influence. 

Saiontji' s leadership therefore had two important advantages 

over Ito's9 Firstly, it did not alienate the nonparty 

elites or threaten party unity, and secondly, his general 

acceptability as president gave Hara both time and favourable 

conditions in which to establish a network of nonparty 

connections which would form an indispensable foundation for 

his own presidency. 

Saionji I s person could not bring the Sei;ytl:kai more than 

limited influence. A middle-of-the-road president could 

only help it win a few Cabinet seats, but to guarantee 
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regular control of the Premiership a man more committed to 

the party was needed. Saionji included only two Seizukai 

members in his first ministry and only one more in his 

second. He was not sufficiently interested in promoting 

the party's interests to use his connections to the 

peiyukai'~ full advantage. 

Saionji belonged to the old order of Meiji government 

officials, whose mentality he still shared, and when he 

became a Genro in 19'13, he returned to the fold from which 
~ •.• ,--~···· ---·-= -

he had briefly wandered and his presidency could no longer 

be of direct service to theSet,yukai. Like Ito, he found 

the difficulties of actin[j as both ,Q-eIJ:£2. and party 

president intolerable, and in March 1914 he resigned the 

party leadership and served in the .Q:~!?:I~ Council until his 

death in 1940. Hara Kei, who combined long service within 

the party with a carefully acquired network of nonparty 

connections, served as Seiyukai president f:com 19·Vt- to 1921, 

and was the most successful of all party leaders in prewar 

'tJapan. 

!1~§l-_2C_:'!:,~1!,~_1_!_1 f_~·t.tl !11fluence: 1913-1932 

Hara succeeded Saionji in June 1914, and Kato Komei 

became Doshikai president soon after Katsura's death in 

October 1913. Each new leader had the will, experience, and 

connections to help bring his party to the zenith of its 

influence. Their leadership ushered in a period of Lower 

House dominance, during which both parties were headed by 

similarly qualified men, Takahashi Korekiyo, rranaka Giichi, 

and Inukai Tsuyoshi of the Seiyukai, and 1.".1aka tsuki Rei j iro 
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and llamaguchi Osachi of the Minseit5, all of whom became 

prime ministers of predominantly party cabinets. 

Hara and Kat6 marked the beginning of the bureaucrat

politician type of party leader who characterized the prewar 

period. Duus describes him as. representing 11 a new kind of 

hybrid, the official become politician, usually not given to 

outspoken or even overt opposition to the oligarchs, but no 

less committed to this end than the partyveterans 11 • 10 That t> 

bureaucrat-,pol:i.tician type of le:~((1er was also much younger thn:1 

his second generation predecessor was important. Both It6 1 s 

and Katsura's leadership had foundered partly because of their 

generational ties. It5 was so ctos~ to tho~e-second genera

tion Meiji Leaders who had propagated the concept of "trans

c.endental" cabinets (choz_en naikaku) that he was unable to 

withstand. their opposition to his party. Katsura had only 

come by his power and position as Genr~ through the patronage 

of second generation leaders, and once he disregarded their 

wishes he cut hi1nself off from the source of his power. In com

parison, Hara and Kato, although they rose in the bureaucracy 

on Genro coattails, soon became in~luential in their own right. 

The two critical factors in Hara's and Kat~•s leader

ship were their total commitment to the party and their 

understanding of nonparty men. Not only was their party base 

unquestionable, but each had long experience in government 

under the Meiji Constitution and knew how to bargain with the 

nonparty elites in his party's interests. Okurna and Itagaki 

had possessed only the first qualification, their 

successors only the second. 
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Hara Kei: .§::££ the Seiyukai: 191li~192j 

Although an ex-bureaucrat, Hara rose to the party 

"d f "th" the O • -k · which received his presi ency rom wi in uel;yll aJ_, 

undivided loyalty. He was opposed to intet:ference .in 

politics by the Genr~ and looked forward to the advent of 

party cabinets, but he also knew the importance of maintain

ing the goodwill of the Genr~, who still controlled access 

to the Premiership and retained a firm hold on many groups 

with whom the parties had to compete for administrative 

control. 

Hara's relationship with the Genr5, with Yamagata in 

particular, was better than that of any other party leader. 

His earlier success as a bureaucrat in the Foreign Ministry 

had been due largely to the patronage of Genro Inoue Kaoru, 

and since joining the .e.~_iyukai in 1900, he had developed 

close ties with Ito and Saionji. Like all other party 

leaders, Hara was initially disliked by Yamagata merely 

because he was a party man. But because he knew how 

important Yamagata's confidence was, he worked hard to 

reduce their differences. He cultivated good relations 

with Yamagata's followers, such as Generals Terauchi 

Masatake and Tanaka Giichi, and Den Kenjiro, an influential 

bureaucrat. He cautioned party members not to attack the 

Q3~g_ro publicly, in particular not Yamagata. 

Hara was assisted in his efforts to win Yamagata's 

favour by the deterioration of relations between Yarna~ata 

and the ~enseikai ( ex-Doshi_ka_:!) leader, Ka to Komei. While 

Foreign Minister in Okuma's second ministry (April 1914 -
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in Cabinet affairs and had refused to consult Yamagata on 

matters of foreigh policy. He became a J2~~sona non grata 

to Yamagata, who reluctantly took steps to1ivards reconciliation 

with Hara. By November 1916, Yamagata was heard to say: 11 

Hara's views and my own do not differ. It is only 
his idea of developing an absolute majority ••. 
that I oprose. Aside from this we have no differences. 

He was no le~s sceptical of parties than before, but 

through talks with Hara he hid come to trust the party 

leader as an individual. Hara had acted with considerable 

restraint since becoming president, deliberately discouraging 

the party from taking intransigent stands against the 

government, in the hope that Yamagata would come around to 

accepting him as prime minister. But he was also a hard 

bargainer, and following the rice riots of 1918, he presented 

Yamagata with a verj difficult choice: either agree to his 

premiership or have him join with the Kenseil~?-.i and pit the 

~eiyukai's full strength against the Terauchi cabinet. 

Yamagata was unwilling to risk- the consequen<~es of not having 

Hara as prime minister to cope with the public agitation, 

and in August 1918 he allowed Saionji to nominate him. As 

Duus puts it, 11 Yamagata chose Hara in sp_~J-~ of the fact 

that he was party leader. 1112 He could no longer resist the 

clever tactician with his loyal, strong, and united party 

behind him. 

Hara's three year premiership was prematurely ended by 

his assassination on November 21, 1921. Before he died he 

achieved such rapport with Yamagata that he even managed to 
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effect an alliance with the House of Peers, one of the more 

important obstacles confronting the parties in their struggle 

for power. In 1918, the Kenkyjikai (The Study Group), the 

largest faction in that House and Yamagata 1·s chief ,instrument 

for exercising influence there, announced its support of 

Ilara's ministry~ Hara also kept up connections with anti

Yanagata Navy men, such as Admiral and past premier 

Yamamoto Gombei, and he was therefore on good terms with 

both Service ~inisters in his cabinet, Kat6 Tornosabur6 

(l1(iniGtor of Navy) and ~•anaka Giichi O!iinister of War), the 
,,, ,,. 

latter of whom was a protege of Yamagata. The success of 

Ilara's presidency and premiership is aptly described by 

Bcalapino: ✓i 3 

The secret of Hara's and the Se:Lyukai's nominal 
success lay almost wholly in the way in which they 
conciliated the conflicting institutional forces. 
Stated briefly, Hara's policy toward the Genr5 was 
deferential; toward the militarists, ambivalent; 
toward the Privy Council and Peers, conciliatory; 
and toward the opposition parties and the general 
public ••• unconcerned •••• After his death, 
no party was able to raise a man who could compare 
with him in shrewdness, political acumen, .and a 
capacity to hold together the divergent forces in 
the Japanese political world. 

C:Phrough careful strategy Hara won the sympathy and support 

of Yamagata, and in this r~lationship lay the key to his 

success. Yamagata, if he did not love Hara, at least had 

come to feel there was no one else capable of running the 

country. Hara alone could be trusted to handle that 

unwieldy thing, the party. 

Kat~, on the other hand, because he made little effort 

to assuage the personal antagonism between himself and 



Yamagata 14 had to wait until two year's after the latter's 

death to receive an Imperial Mandate. 

Kato Komei and the Kenseikai: 19"13-1926 -M----~-..- --- --- - -•••--•-•-••••,>--•-

Duus contrasts the character and methods of Kato and 

Hara as follows: 1 5 

The doctrinaire and stubborn Kato, impatient for 
the institutionalization of party rule and too 
independent to engage in personal intricue and 
cajolery of the genro, could never have.accomplished 
party rule in Yamagata's lifetime. Indeed, his 
frustrations had led him to revive the older tactics 
of assaulting the genro verbally in public and in the 
Diet. But Hara, older and more experienced in the 
intricate necessities of Japanese politics, knew that 
appeals to "public opinion" were far less effective 
than his astute cultivation of relations with 
Yamagata. It was through personal influence that he 
pried grudging approval from the old man. 

The difference in each leader's relations with Yamagata was 

the difference in the success of their efforts to win Cabinet 

control, but what made p_otg their presidencies so much more 

successful than those of Ito and Kati:rnra was the loyalty given 

to and received from the party rank and file. 

Kato, far from being a popular man, was, according to 

Duus, arrogant, aloof, and superstitious, "quite lacking in 

the qualiti,s which capture the popular imagination 11 • 16 But 

because popular support was not necessarily a prerequisite 

for party leadership, though the confidence of the party 

rank and·file was, some of Kata's other qualities were more 

relevant. Had he bowed to the necessity of winning Yamagata's 

favour, Kat5 would probably have attained TTara's influence. 

Party president from 1913 to 1926, he equalled Hara's ability 

to combine party with nonparty obligations. Half a lifetime 

in the diplomatic service and Foreign Minister in It5's 
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second and Saionji's first cabinets had earned him extensive 

influence in the bureaucracy and the nonparty world in 

general. He had been sought after as Okuma's lieutenant in 

/ / -
the 1890's, was regarded as a protege of Ito in the. early 

1900's, and in 1913 he threw his lot in wibh Katsura. That 

he llesitated to commit himself to a party before 1913 was not 

due to any ideological rejection of the idea of party govern

ment, but his characteristic caution on any matter concerning 

his career. 1 7 Only months_after joining the Doshika~, he 

became its leader, probably because the party saw in his 

widef,pread extra.party connections the qualifications of a 

prime minister. 

Although a latecomer to party membership, Kat~'s loyalty 

to the interests of his party never wavered, for which reason 

the party rank and file retained him as leader until his death. 

Like Hara he was impatient with Q_e~.E§:. interference in politics, 

and he also genuinely favoured the introduction of responsible 

party government, with the regular alternation of power between 

two major parties. [kalapino calls him. the 11 rnost faithful 

of •all political leaders to the cause of democratic institu

tions in prewar Japa.n. 11 '1 8 

As the experience of Okuma and Itagaki had shown, 

however, party commitment was not a sufficient condition for 

party power, and although Kato commanded influence and respect 

in a number of nonparty institutions, it did not extend to 

the most important institution of all. He.openly chaJ.lene:;ed 

the Genro on more than one occasion, and only with Yarnagata's 

death was he able to cain the Premiership. Like Hara, Kat6 
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knew how Japanese government worked, but unlike Hara, he 

failed to realise just how critical Yarnagata's favour was. 

1/li th the death of Yamagata in February 192?, the G~~-£ 

represented a less unassailable obstacle to party power. 

Only Saionji and Matsukata now remained, and the latter died 

in March 192LJ-. Saionji was not the believer in "transcendental" 

government Yamagata was. Once a party president himself, he 

was far more sympathetic to the idea of party premiers, 

although.he would not shrink from passirig over party men 

when he believed them insufficient to the task. The 

fundamental qua1ification for a premier remained unchanged: 
I 

he had to be acceptable to the 9.E:.0if'C),. 1 

Successors to Hara and Kat~ 

Party leaders of the /1920' s - Takahashi, rranaka, and 

Inukai of the Se:syukai, and Wakatsuki and Hamaguchi of the 

Minseit5 - all represented attempts to find the ideal type 
•~•-••--'~•...---•-•"'••~m---- • 

of leader e:n:rn1plified by Hara. Each president was ,selected 

for the combination of his party cornrni tment with his extra-

party contacts and favour with the Genr6, and each ended 

his term either through death (Tanaka, Inukai, and Harnaguchi) 

or because he lost Q~Dro confidence (Takahashi and Wakatsuki). 

I omit discussion of Hamaguchi's leadership, about which 

available materials have little to say. Details of other 

presidencies, however, show clearly how party leadership was 

influenced by constitutional structure. 

The extent to which the Genr5 influenced the choice of 

party1:residents was strikingly demonstrated when Takahashi 

became loader of the Stl;yukai in November 1921, after 
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Snionji nominated him as Hara's successor. Yamagat8 arid 

Matsukata agreed to Takahashi, not because he was a party 

man, but because he was "not really a member of the 

peiyu)zai 1119 and was considered least likely to subordinate 

national interests to tlrnse of the party. He 11ad entered 

tl S . -k . . ..1 9..1 3 b . t 1-1 i 1 h . 20 d - 1e .:~~;yu ai in 1. , y necessJ_ -y ra c 1er ~ 1an c 01ce an 

was indifferent to the party, the leadership of which was 

thrust upon him. He belonged to the anti-party.Chawakai 

(Tea Group) faction of the House of Peers, and himself 

admitted that he was the least appropriate person for the 

·a 21 pres1 _ency. But bccau:3e the Q.~.~1:2_ had made him premier, 

the §~~y\J~~.~i had no alternative to electing him president. 

There is evidence to suggest that Saionji urged the 

Seiyjikai to elect rrakahashi as Hara' s successor. 22 

Mainly because he lacked strong party commitment, 

Takahashi's premiership and party leadership proved 

disastrous for both the Q,<E_::1:!-E2. and the party. Hara and Kato 

had shovm how essential party lo;yalty was. Wil:ihout it, 

Takahashi could not control.his party, which, after the fall 

of his cabinet in June 1922, became hopelessly factionalized 

and unable to provide responsible leadership. In an attempt 

to restore party discipline, Takahashi 1~esigned on June 12, 

1922, after which he hoped to construct a new cabinet with

out the dissidents. But the Genr6 were never to renominate 

him. A man who had to resign in order to restore discipline 

in his own party would be unlikely to cope with inter

institutional relations either. 

Nine years later, when the ~lt_Q.§_~.t~§. pre13ident \'Takatsuki 
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reaction was the same. Wakatsuki was loyal to hi~ party but 

he did not have the membership's united support, and when 

Adachi Kenzo, Home Minister in his second cabinet,· 

advocated tactics in conflict with Wakatsuki's and left the 

Minsei~o to form his own party, 'Nakatsuki' s premiership and 

party leadership came to an end. Parallel to his decision 

about Takthashi, Saionji felt he could not afford to have as 

premier a man who was unable to maintain unity within his 

own party, and in '193'1, their leader abandoned by the Genro, 

the Minseit5 had to look for a new one. 

A factionalized party was a viscious circle for its 

president. The infighting of the Sei,Yukai in '1922 weakened 

Saionji's confidence in Takahashi, whose failure to be 

renominated further undermined his position within the party. 

When it became clear that the Gefnro 1 s personal antipathy 

toward him was preventing the ri f3e of another S~}-;zukai 

cabinet, the. internal dissension intensified as anti-

Takahashi factions rooted for his replacement by a man who 

had more favour with the Genr5. 

Factionalism over leadership was not rare. In '1923, 

for example, the !(enseikai was bitterly divided over Kata's 

leadership, because after ten years as president he had not 

been appointed premier. The only reason he remained president 

so long was the strength of his loyalty to the party. Duus 

explains how leadership problems inv~riably bred factionalism 

within the parties: 23 
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When it seemed likely that the leadership could not 
secure office, the pursuit of which was the chief 
function of the party, infighting broke out within 
the Seiyukai and Kenseikai. Cast adrift from the 
stable mooring that access to office provided, they 
cast about for new anchorage and new berths. 

The Sei_yul~ai found its new berth in Apri 1 1926, when Tanaka 

Giichi, a man much more acceptable to the Ge_qr(?., became 

its new president. 

Tanaka Giichi initially seemed to meet all the require

ments of a successful party leader. Although not a party 

member, he had worl:ed closely with the Sej_yi.1kai during 

Hara's regime, and as an Army General, he was trusted by ma.ny 

bureaucratic elements whose support was so est3t'mtial. But 

most important of all, he was close ·to Saionji, and his 

party's judgement was rewarded in April 192'7 when the Genro 

nominated him premier. 

But Tanaka proved an unsuitable prime minister. He 

fell pr'ey to the same conflict that had plagued Ito and 

Katsura, and was unable to represent two separate institutions 

at once. He could not be a party man for the party and an 

army man for the army at the same time, and his attempt to 

reconcile these two forces lost him the Premiership and the 

Genr~'s confidence. After Tanaka's mishandling of the Chang 

Tso-lin affair21+, Saionji told a Seiyukai member that even if 

the Seiy_ukai were to obtain a Diet majority in the next 
I 

election, rranaka would never again be recommended for the 

Premiership. 25 As it happened, Tanaka died in October 1929, 

only two months after the fall of his cabinet, but because he 

had lost Qenr6 confidence, his presidency had already ceased 

to be of service to his party. 
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In order to avoin. the :fa.te of his predecessor, the 

party chor..,e Tanaka primar:ily for his favour with the Genro~ 

and only ,2ccondarily bcc;:1use of his party :=3ympathies.. In 

-'-h ' I k . T ' ' m , ' t1 ' (J. G case of . nu, aJ. . suyosni, ·.1. ~rnw<:a s ,:.1ncc er-, sor, - .1e pr:1.,0:c--

ity of the two requirements was 

over from S2ionji and Kat"o from 

], (Yv·,, J·•s"' ;:i . ~ v __ '---- c.;\L, 

Katsura,. 

as when Hara took 

1"1·equent1y, the 

nciw 1.eo.de:c represented a reaction ac.;ainst the type that 

had just failedo Each time a leader on intimate te:cms 

with. the (zon:c'o WHf.3 found laekinc; in party loyalty or v,'t"lS 

disowned by the Genro", soli.d purty men :C'eplaced them, be

(:c::.use only they could be ro1iec1 on ciJ.wa:yr, to put the 

pacty' s interet:3ts first and not appear t,rn-·f::i.ced to the 

Inu1ud vrar.3 :J. V(C;tern:n party stalwart, v1ho had l)een 

elected to the Diet continuously since 1891 and had a ereat 

reputation as a defender of parliamentary government~ His 

in May 1932, onJ.y six months after he had 

formed his ministry, precludes assessment of the success of 

his l ervlGI':3hip, but for two r0,ri r:ions, it is .:ml i.k e1y tho.t 11 e 

\-JOuld huve measured up to Hara or even Kato.. Fi.rr;tly, 

al thoutsh Inuk.ai began his minj stry with Gen_!::si confidence, 

party factionalism over his leadership may well have led 

Saionji to think again, as he had of '1.1c::-1k~lhashi o.nd \.Jaka trrnkL 

Secondly, the institutional balance of power was chanGLng to 

one :i.n which no party 1eac1.er could become p:cime rniniuter .. 

S~lionj i belir2 ved nonpnrty r;wn twre ternpo-c•c:n'ily requ 1. red, 

and Inuko.i \'7,.J.3 the lc=u;t party man to receive the Ir.:pe.cial 

Co:mnand in pre,vRr Ja~JBn .. 
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The pattern of party leadership between 1913 and 1932 

was closely related to the degree of influence the parties 

had vi::;--c1---vis other inf..::;titutions. While the Lower House 

was dominant and cabinets could not govern 0ithout strong 

party sU_;)}_)Ol't, prime mini!'oters hod to be fi::cst ru1d forernost 

party men. vfocn the .Q.0:~t~E~§: nominated :nen not ful 1y committed 

to their I):trty, such cis ri1;2,nn.ka 2nd r::1ak;_-=thashi, governn:ent 

ceBsed to function, and both the Gen1§ and the parties were 

the looPrs. A fi.rm party base ind a person0l style ~ccept

able Lo the nonparty institutions 1:Iere the main qualifica.,. 

ti ons a party needed in the.se yenrs. Al thou~h the _Gepro 

mn.y not have conscious1y favoured only thor.,e lettders _ who 

measured up in this way, most nominations in 'I 913·-'1932 WE:!T'C 

of :non t1ms q1J.alif:i.ed,, 

Because the parties only gradually discovered what 

the Genr·o· were looking for in the conditions of the '1920 I f3' 

they did not recoc;nize that the requirements of party 

leaderf1 rrn.cl premiers chanc;cd considerably after '1932. 1rhe 

partier; 1 rer;ponse to minim8.l i nfl uenee was :3icni f ic antly 

parallel to that of the first decade of constitutional 

government. Just as the KenseJ.honto in 1913 did not seem 

to l e:J.rn from the mistakes of the §~L~]s _ __,-·,:1J~ in 1900, ne:L t11 er 

party in the '1930's appeared to have learnt from history 

that the strategy of total opposition to nonparty 

institutions was self-defeatj_ng. 

I):i.niJnnl_ Pnrtx Influcnc_e : .1.932 ... 1940 

f3u:rnki Kisnburo (1932 ... .-1911-0) and Eo.chida 8h11j1. ('1935-
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19L~0) \'!ere leaders of the Qei:~/\Ikai and J1~!]~e).~:~ during this 

second period of minirnal pc:rty influence. Both were of the 

11)20' s mould, bureau crut-,.po li tic ions, who expected, like 

their predecessors, 

~ (- • ,1 932 ° . . . ::Su\, in 1 _ ua 1. on J J_ 

four main reasons. 

to be 11omi.no.ted for the Prernier·ship .. 

<'lid not sAriously co!w:i.d1;r 2;uzuki, for 

:Fj_rstly, as a man who h:1d ~::,pent 11ir:1 vfrwle cnreer 

isolating and protectj_ng the throne from politics, Saionji 

v.1:.::ir3 hoi,ti.Je l;o ,Suzuki I s concept of covern:ncr1t v1h:i.ch 1:v::i.do 

the E•n1-,eror the f;ysten' s sole check and bal;n1ce.,. Secondly, 

.Suz1.Jti ,,:ris 1.1npovuJ;-,r cd; GouJ.:·t and among ccrb.,in Peer:::, nnd 

bureaucrcitf, for his :nri.11:i.p1.1lation of the police in the '1928 

election~ Thirdly, the fBctionnl strucgle within the 

('_,E'_l·_,_1·1-_1_1_'r ___ ·_1 __ 1.· '·'c"l"') a c..,_,;··L····10l1'::: <)'l·,c, 1-ac•.1e for ·t:'ne' pi-lt0 ·t-y ·,J·r•ec::··1a(=>]l't !-.. •• ~,~',."_·~.,-'·_:~.c "',.. ,~ .._ _ ,..... 1,,._.,, -~ .,_.. ., .., '-JV_ ; , _,, •. . .. , .t -- ......... _ ~ ,,. . • 

But finally and mo~3t :Lrnportantly, the Army and Navy W(~re now 

resolutely opposed to Qarty cabinets. Saionji.'s appoint

ment of Admiral Sa:Lt-o· l'lnkoto was therefore as !lluch a 

rejection of ,su~mki and a disunited Seiyuka:L as an abandon-·~ 

. . . . ?6 ment ol party cab1n~ts0 

Snionji apporently intended Sait75 to serve only u:1ti1 

the parties regained the confidence of the nation, but the 

crisis in economic and foreign affairs in the 1930 1 s 

rendered pa't'ty men unequal to the task of mam.1gint; inter•-· 

institutional relations and of accommodating Army opinion. 

The most the Lower House could expect under the circumst3nces 

vrnre a few Cabinet sents, for tho A.rrny vrnul\1 not tolerate 

men from other institutions interfering in matters it 

recarded as its special prerogative. Sec2use the Army 
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refused to serve in cabinets unde~ party leaders, who in 

turn :cefused to serve U!1de:e Army Generals, the ge1!Io had 

to choose 11 third force 11 premiers, men from neutral 

insti.tutions0 rJ1he pa1·ties were no longe:c the best quali•

ficd to keep toGether the repreuentatives of antagonistic 

forces in the Cabinet,. 

Under the circumstances it was highly unrealj_stic for 

the parties to rd.rn for complete Cabinet control. Better 

tactics 1.-ruuld h,:ve been tho ones Hara trned l)el_;\vC:Hm "1903 o.nd 

19✓13, \!hen he ·::o:ckod fen' greater party influence from his 

po:c.'.i t:Lou ns Ho:ae Uinir;tcr., But because the parties of the 

1930' s did not roc1lise l;hat the changed situation cD11ed 

for different p cimc mini r:,ters fron those of the ~1920' s, men 

tho parties could not supply, they became increasingly 

frust:cated ,vhen the tactics of the previous twenty years 

failed to produee ez:pectc::d results.. }i'or a time, Suzuki evnn 

:t:cve1'ted to a. IIint"t) type of opposition rem:i.niscent of the 

1890'n .. During the Okada ministry (,July 19311.• :March 1936) 

he stood in "total opposition" to the gov01'nnwnt and rcflurnd 

to ::-J.1low Se:i._yji)'.:ai members to enter the nonp<.:u·ty ca bi.net .. 

As in thi 1890's, the parties in the 1930 1 s gradually 

came to realise that neither total opposition nor temporary 

alliancos with nonpnrty institutions was going to give tht;n 

a prime minister. And so they predictably started to look 

for an outside leader, believing, as in 1900 and 1913, th~~ 

a prostigio11s president was the only way to rega1.n party 

control of the Cabinet.. rr.he rn8n they set tbeir sights on 

was Konoe ?umiua1·0, a hir:::;h ranking Peer related to the 



Imperial 1:i.ne, who had .few' political enemies in any quarter,,. 

As Steven writes) 111rhe precedents of the Liberals inviting 

It·o to lend them i.n 1900, and the Prog;ressives inviting 

Katsura to do so in ~913, provide the clearest illustrations 

of the party leaders' motives., On each of l~he~rn occasions 

?'? the probJ.Pm v12-s to obtain party cont:r.'ol of the Cabinet..-"'-

having been. defeated in the "19;,G olRct:Lon, saw CO·•opr=;rat:i..on 

\v:i.th Konoe 2i.s the only \i~_\y to revive party .forhn1eEJ, and 

Hc.1.kajim11 (3cliberately alluded to the p.rec;edcnt of 1900 when 

he ::aid 1m ,,,:-ould merce with Konoe jnst ,':.1-S Il;;;1c;cild had 1:1ith 

·rt-· 28 . o .. 

1rhe inul ti-.,ilrntitutional political organ:i.zati.on that 

Konoe p1snned, however, hucl al 1 the pro bl ems of the Ca1Jinet 

writ large. 1l1he :£.~?.:.§.~.1 I.9)\~~~!~3:~--.~,-~,.:?:. (Imperial Rule Assist-· 

&nee Association) was to include not only party members 1 but 

l~aders from nonparty institutions and all areas of national 

1 if e,. Mass organizations, :i.ndnstria1. guilds, c 0111rnercial 

ar:rnociat:i.ons, young men I s rw.~1oc ia t:Loirn 7 und labour unions 

were all to be r:1enfocrs. But i..f the Cabinet's di fficul ti cs 

lay in the problem of reconciling repre • e11t~tiv~s from seven 

institutions, how much harder it '.-Iould be to include within 

o. rd.ncle organization repre13entatives from a larger number 

of instibutionso Berger concl.udes ~is study of parties in 

the 1930 1 s with the verdict that the IRA~ had a m1.nimal 

impact on political j_nstitutions, relations among el1.tes 7 

")9 
ond the need to compromise,. L Konoe, like I·t"o and Knb=:ura, 

had failed to provide the pt:.rties 1,-;ith u:.'-efu1 lender~_,hip .. 
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y_!_:)_ rl_C }- l. l r: ·j. 0 n 

Even ':Jith some gaps in infoT'n::1tion 2.bout particulnr 

le:•ders, the _pc1ttern of pri.rty leade:rship in prevrar Japan is 

closely related to the balnnce of influ(rnce among politicnl 

institutions. 1.T11at a pa:c-ty 1.•.1anted of its prc::.-dcle~1t vras to 

receive the Ilnperia1 Cowmand cmd select as r.1any Cabinet 

ministers from pGrty ranks as possible. Altho~[h it was on 

occasion unre2listic to expect party premiers, as in 1890-

1900 and 193?-1900, tl1e parties never J.owored their sights, 

but pursued the r:1r1111e goal tbrouc;hout the prewar years.. 1I1here 

1-;ere tvro re qui L'Hli\<c,n !;r3 for· a l)U.rty J.c:1elcr to become prime 

minister. 

J"irstly, he had to know how government worked, uncler-· 

stand nonperty men.tali ty, ancl be acceptable to the .Q..~I.~:?., 

v·1ho chose the Premier. .Success eluded Okumo. and Itagaki 

bc:?cauoe t;l,ey could not manLpu.lc1.te tlle Cons ti tut:i.on in their 

party's fo.vou:c, while Ito· und Katsura failed because they 

vrnr<• di.sownod by the Gen:L;O whom they deserted., Their acc.ept·

abi 1i ty to tb.e Genro w;_cu; what made so many lenclwcs beb•:0,e:n 

19.,.18 and 1932 prime ministers, and luck of .Q~.~t£ confidence 

was what prematurely turned some leaders out of office and 

postponed the assumption of off~_ce by others.. Because Kato 

was hosti]e to Yamac2ta, he had to wait till the latter's 

death before vindicating his leadership, and once Wakats11ki 

and 'Pc.kahashi had lost G:::}]£0. confidence, they were never 

again considered. 

Secondly, the leader hid to be first and foremost a 

;)1.crty mnn, rethe.c than someone frou a nc):-,p;'lrty i·:11:;titution 
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which mic;ht be outrc:.ged by one of its nun:ber dNrnrting to 

the party cause.. He h2d to be lo;y,il to the party and cornmc-:.nd 

united support from the :cank and file., The· story of the rise 

c1nd fall of party leaders in prewar Japun vw.s of the search 

for r:wn v:ho not only knew how to v;ork the Constitution 1)ut 

who were prepared to do so in their parties' interests .. 

Inukai, for exEimple, because of the length of bis commitment 

to the pnrty movec::nent as a who-le, we.s even 2-ble to switch 

pacties and bceome G_r:;i,ii'i°'ke.i president afte:e havine; served in 

oppos.i t ion parties ttlrno st r::',11 his life" 

possessed all the necessary qualifications, a firm party 

eommitment, an undcrstand:ln13 of nonparty men, and tho con--

fidence of the. Conr"o., All other leaders, to greater or 

1 e,,;ser extents J a eked. one or the other requirement 9 ·okuma 

und Itignki lncked exporionce with constitutional government, 

v1hile Ito, K':1.tsura, Saionji, and Tanaka lost Genco confj_denee 

:.:1s wel 1 as tho:Lr pc:,.rti es' loyalty. Kat"ci misculc ulated the 

:i.rnpo:ctnnce of Yanwc;ata I s confidence, and rL1:Jkahar;hi, 

Wakatsuki, und Suzuki, throue;h their inability to inspire 

p8rt;y unity, Here E:bandoned by the Genre. 1rhe search after 

Konoe's leadership was the most misplaced strategy of all, 

because the interests of the parties were furthest from his 

mindo The organization he contemplated was to bolster wide-

spread support for himself. 

l.!ith the benefit of hindsicsht, tbe historian cnn see 

what the ptlrti es should have done in p::1.rti cul ar c:i -:~currnto.Jlc es 

and when they should hnve lowered their sights. For contem-
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poraries, however, there is always likely to be a lag 

between chenging circumsb-:mces and ci.\·nu·eness of the changes,. 

It 1.•10s therefore perhaps inev:i.tHb1e that the parties con-• 

tinued to oim for the highest Cabinet office and selected 

leci.ders tbc;y hoped would be 2.ccuptable to l~he Gern;o in 

that office.,. 
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CHAPTER LJ-

PA~'l1Y IDEOLOGI J;:S A"TD PROGRAMMES 

In most modeY.'n dernuc2,J.c:i.es l;ho 1110.in goal of parties 

is to c;ain control of government, 2,nd l 2aders snd policies 

aro selected with this aim in mind. We have already seen 

how in prewar Japan where winning elections did not guar

aritee a party execuU.ve power, a leader's ab:i.1ity to 1)arga:in 

with the nonparty :Ln~,titutions was all :i.inportn.nt ~ 

remn.ins to f:.,ho\1 how pnrty ideoJoc;y smd pror;rarnmc:;n 1 

Jt now 

are 

affected by the desire to maxim1.ze political support, and 

how far their Lypes .. ,.., cons:L:3tent or rnndom, rie;id or flex-~ 

:Lble, distinct 01~ vo.r;u(~ ,. .... depend on the corrnti tut:i.onal 

structure in which the parties work .. 

Usual explanations of the degree of ideological cleavage 

or pro[jrammntic d:i.ffercmtiation between parties are in terms 

of socio .. ,econornie factors, and prewar ,Japnn is no excf;ption., 

The .comparative lo.ck of cleavage between lfo.pun' s two major 

parties is usually 8tt1·:i.buted to a homogeneous society in 

which both racial and religious conflict were absent and 

where consciousness of class di visj_ons did not develop. 2 

Although socio-economic circumstances obviously influenced 

party programmes and ideologies, a closer analysis reveals 

that they were not the sole influences and cannot account 

for rlll the fluctuations which occu:crod .. 

Examination of party p:cogrammes and ideologies in pre·,·,'3.r 

Japan points to a significant relationship between the decree 
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of party influence and the things for which the parties stood0 

In the first two decades of constitutional government both 

socio-economic and politico--institutional factors favoured 

the development of va8ue and general platfdrms, an~ it is 

di f f:Lcu l t to sc)parate one influence from the othc c. It is 

possible to show how the constitutional structure put a pre

mium on moderation, but not possible to claim for it more 

than a partial and concurrent influence" From approxim.3.tely 

1913 on, however, the importance of politico-instituti.onal 

faetoes Js e::J.sier to dornonstr~ite., 

When the Louer Houf,e wn s the dominant ins ti tut ion, 

1Jebrnen 'l913 and 193?, pncty policies reached their highest 

d ·p .,.,., ·r .' f' ,' ·t;· r ·d 1·· c•·'·' I' 1·' .,, :,d ··1,-t··' c,' f· ,r ·h 8bl t.c o. spec.L. lC,1. y c111 c .1..:., G1.n1::,1 .. .ttine pcL ,.lvS rom f,LlC 

othe:r.• more than at any- o thcr time.. Widespreo.d social changes 

in Lhe 1920 1 s created the conditions for the parties to 

d:i.verise from each other, but -the problem is \-vhy party :Ldeo--~ 

lof~Y uncl p-.r:or9·arnme:3 did. not keep up with the movements in 

socinty und ·why a 111uch greater and more permarwnt dif.fer•-

en tin.t:i.on did not develop.. A polit:i.co« .. institut·Lonal struc:tur·e 

whic:h forced the parties to moderate their policies and 

avoid appealing to extreme opinion nmst have been a major 

constraint .. 

1.,./hen the influence of the parties declined in the 1930' s, 

what little had separated them began to disappear from their 

programmes, in spite of a groi,~ing labour movement which 

soue;ht a ehannel for political expression. The part;.i.es v1ere 

le~1st ideologically distinct from each other in the t._,,ro 

periods where the~tr combined inf1uonce wo.s r:3:nallest .. '11hat 
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socio-economic 6onditions in the 1930's were so diffeient 

from those in the 1890 1 s suggests a possible link between 

the parties' inferior institutional position and the lack 

of ideological cleavn~e between them. 

Party Subordination: 1890-1900, 1932-1940 

In the early 188()' s, the tTiyii'tO: ond K.aish_in(£ 

represented predominantly rural and urban interests respect

ively, even though not exclusively. 'J.1he Kaishint-~, for 

exa~ple, attracte<l people from all over the country, and 

because the ::.mffrar_~e was restricted by a tax qua]j.,fication, 

both partier_:; Wf:J:•e of tho well-•tOa••do m:i.ddle cl.asses every ... 

\•1he:ee. But one wonld still expect to find whatever con.fl ict 

tlw:ce was between landovmer and urban, business interests 

reflected :i.n the policies and activities of the parties :in 

the Di.et, for.• c: <ample, landowner resentment of the high land 

taxes to finance industrial capitalism i.n the cities. But 

only once in the ·1890' s, when Okuma was prime minister in 

1898, did the rural--urban conflict come to the fore or evc-m 

find expression, and even then not whoJ.ly along expected 

Jines. 

In 1898 the "okuma-Itagaki ministry and the two wings 

of the Jt':".!..;:Q:~.£t t9. divided over the problem of how to meet the 

government's financial deficit. Kenseito cabinet members 

were agreed on the general principle of not raising the land 

tax, but they could not agree on what other measures should 

be 1.rned to increase revenue, whether there should be a 

higher sake•·•manu.faeturing tax, a tax on sugar, or a tobacco 

monopoly. A. cleavage coinciding with pa:r.ty representation 
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developed between the commercial und agricultural groups, 

the former comprising largely f or:11er .l~§-.~::.s~tQ-§o men and the 

1.8.tl:i.:r foriner Ji;y~lt-o men .. 

The problem proved insoluble • nd carried over into the 

first Diet session Yamagata's second ministry facede 

(ex-J~jcit§), which abandoned its defence of rural interests 

and passed the Land THx Bill in the hope of being handsomely 

I'C\'lilTded in to.r1us of C:J.binet ~~CD.ts.. The Ka:Lcildnt"o actually 

opposed the bill, n:r1p,1rc)ntly in order l;o :i .. ncrea:::;o its appeal 

rrn1ong farnwrs 0 :r l;s pL1t fo:cm in 'lP.96 had b(.;Gn denounced as 

p:c·o••bus:i.ness, a se:r:-io1rn ch£.ll'f£G in a :3trongly agrarian 

country with the franchise based on a property rather than 

an Jrieome tax. Since landowners formed the bulk of the 

E-:!lec to:cato, no party could afford to alienate rural votes. 

Anothe:e re~1:3on for the chane;e of sides was gT·owing competi-• 

tion between the pnrl;i.os following the brenkup of the 

KGnSf)it'ci" 

goveenment, the ex:-.. Kai._r:.,h:i.nt·~ fo1t obliged to oppose go•rern-.. 

ment policyo 

The only other sign of policy differentiat1.on between 

the parties in the 1890 1 s was over foreign affairs. In the 

fifth (November-Deceml1or 'H393) and ninth (DeGember '1895--1''.iarch 

1896) sessions, the Ka:i.._shinto led a "strong foreign policy" 

group, the Tatgyd.ko-Ha, while the :I_:~(§:, which had come to 

terms with It'o, ho.d to go along with the government's more 

moderate foreign poJ.iey nnd led the _ShimP?:··Hc~, the "progres:3-

i ve group 11 .., Wei ther party's st~mce appeared to result from 
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deep ideological. eom:ni.trnent., The Jiyufo merely saw the 

opportunity to have ItaGaki become Home Minister as more 

important than the :i.Sf3U8, ~Hl.d the KElishin.t'o seized on 

foreign policy as a \·:enpon 1:1i th \'!hich to· attack the govern-~ 

rnento t-h '1 t Va j ,. h j n t'o fo l'"'l. 1"11 
/. C. ,>...}..- -·--~::>._:·•~__:_,,, __ ,,_ -~'--•--·u 

policy in '1893 was simply an expre:rnion of the more funde.••· 

mental party--notlpnrty conflict: 11 1J.1he failure of the Gover·n·

nen t to stc:i.ctly enforce the existing foreign treaties 

.Gi?V.f:!. an .C?.PP.0_1.J:tJ:r1Jty [~w italic;] to Lhc Kn:Li:;,rt·Lnf~, the JEi.i:\(?.\ 
C1ub, 9rtd the J(9kurn:i:n .E:Y§1rn5:_, to form a 1engue advocating a 

Htrong fore-Lgn poliey in oppoi:;ition t:o the government~ 113 

And in ·1896, :i. t was the gov0rnnwnt I s rci.ther than the ~f:L_;yyto I s 

forei c;n policy that had f,a·.Llud and r,i;ave the lCaishint'o 

another opporbJn1 ty. 

\Jha.t few policy differ'onc.es there vrcre in the /1890' s 

were neither deep nor permanente A contemporary observer 

found them trivioJ.: 11 ''l'hey [~;he part:Le~J agrec-:d that Japc1.n 1 :.:; 

armaments must be i,:;trengthened" o ~ they occasionally 

agreed and ocr.~::u3ionally differ'ed as to ·_.-.:hethcr reco\n:·se 

should be had to the Land Tax in order to raise the necessary 

funds, and on other points their old clan jealousy divided 
l~ 

them .. 11 f,nch party found the other lens threatening than 

the nonparty government and therefore had l:i ttle cau::rn to 

formulate a distinctive ideology and policy programme0 

In the turmoil of the 1930 1 s there v:as much greater 

potential for the parties to bucornc ideologically d:L,t.Lnct. 

'I'he economic changes of this period ':Jere greater l;hatl in 

any othero Hationnlisation of in,hrntry in the 1920 1 s 'rwd 

1 ed to s truetural une rnploymen t; n1non2: unskilled J 31:Jourers, 
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which was exacerbated by the huge migration from agricul

tural to industrial. trr:des, and which further depressed the 

wage rate.. ~~he harder3t hit by fslling real wa.ges were 

tenant fo.rmers o.nd workers in Jj ght industry.. Labour--•Farmer 

parties hod 1Y-::en formed in the late /1920' s in support of the 
c:: 

1 ::-i.1-t"(C)"I" P'J'C)1(()C:' I J. nte•·r{"Si·s') ... c .1...,, u-· ·.tu _. 1 __ .,, ,k, nnd in 1932 they united jnto one 

But l;his 

new proletarian party contested only three elections before 

,,·11 T)'"'l'l:1'ec• ,,,ert·t· 01 1 ·\- ()+' ny·i.-•t·E,·n, ... e- ]0 11 ,.,1°1.10 ··1 r1,.:i ,t."-"('''\]C'(" ·tJ-.n7'·•L' c.... . c c,1.. . • ._J , ,, _ 1 . __ , ~ , .L v _,, ~~ ;:, . , ~ v ., _. ./ r 1 <-·· _ '-t J '-" _, c.l ..... _, .,, • , l , ., 

el0etore.l nph)enl \'li:lS na.rrow6 , they aimed lc~:;s D.t 1·✓ :i.nn:Lng 

extent to :i.de ol osy -..,;1 ~; rnol 1 i f:i cd by 

the syi3tem in \\rhich the pa.1_·t:i.es he.cl to work, therefo:ce, is 

impo::,si'ole to. acrness, and I omit an analysis of pro1 etarL=·.n 

parties., 

Why noi ther of ·the estab1i~3hed parties took u.p the 

workers' cause, however, was at least partly for politiGo

institutiona.l ruasonso Up until the olect:Lon of '1928, 

property l'(.':S trictions on the suffrage me;int that Dll voters 

were of the propertied middle and tipper clanses and that 

the established parties were of essentially the • ame class 

as thtc\ n(mparty cdi tes. The House of Peers, for exa1npl e, 

was composed of the same cupi.talist and wealthy lanc1owning 

classes that occupied the Lower House. That different 

classes did not occupy different institutions must have 

fad 1.i. lated cornpromL,e, ancl for the pD.rties to hove to.kri!l 

up the cause of lower class radicals would have reduced 

their opportunities to enter the executive conlitiono 



The working class soon realjsed that the Lower House 

c:ou1d not be used very effectively in its interests.. 1irDen 

wi.despread agitation for social reform first arose in 1918 

and 1919, tho power to i~troduce or resist it was not con-

institutions, all occupied by expJ.oiting classeso By 1920, 

after a universal suffrage bill had been rejected, the 

leacleri,11:ip of tbo \•Jo:cking ela1:;s movement Je13pairod of 

pm_'f3U.i.ng its po1itieal goals solely '.-!ith:Ln the fr1-une111ork 

of the Constitution~ It bccer:,e :i.nc1·erw.i.ngly cle!J.r that the 

bourccois partj_cs were riot wiJ.Jing to press for reform on 

tl10 vrnrkc:rr;;' h(:1wl f., 

r11hat the c:::tal)lished parties c.ontinued to represent 

the same wealthy rrdddle classes because they remajned ideo

logically very close is as probable as its converse. Per

hrlps it :i r; more aecur2.te to say Lhut party :i.deoloc;y did not 

and pa:ctJ.y becaui,c tlle politico .. "Lnstitutional structure, 

which gave the wealthy classes vetoes in six institutions, 

discouraged the parties from appeoli.ng to the working cl.ass 

and developing radical ideologicso 

The dominant policy conflict in the 1930 1 s was not 

between the parties, but between the Lower House and the 

Army over the conduct of foreign and economic policy. To 

l;he alerm of both the 0 e' ··'uh:li and J.''IinseJ_._-fo, trie ,~rmy u _l y ' ··- . -

antagonizod :Sritain and the United States by wooing Gorrnany. 

'rhG mo.interwnce of Jo.pan I s ec.ono,nic grovrth depended. l~n·gely 
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on good relations with Britain and America, and both 

parties advocated cauti.on in dealing with Japan's major 

trading partners,. There 1·1:::s so little diffc• :cence between 

their policies, it wus difficult to tell one part;y·-from 

the other .. In the 1936 election, for example, the progra~mes 

of the two parties were almost i~enticalo Ward writes:. 

11 Both parties went thro1).c_:h the usual costures of formulat:i.n.G 

platforms, but the .results were quite me:=in:i.ngl e ss.. Both 

:favoured a r_::; l;r-ong foreign pol ic.y, stronc n:d;Lonal dcfenr,e, 

and rel:Lef of local finanee., 11 7 1rhe only issue 1:il1ic.h 

dividocl the purtie::; w;-u3 whothet: <H' not to r-:,uppoI't the OkadR 

Minp_e)fc)· eapitali.zed on the opportunity to present itself 

as the more r, r1 -t ·1-.1· (") -t- 1.· (.... lJ- y cl ('• r) 1· (' t- 1· n t!' ·'l ·1·10' ,, '~ .•L ·y:-LJ1r ., 1· '"" 1:., . . ____ . ., , .,. .. ~ L- • ,, .1 ~ ~ •0 .1 _ ,_~, ":-. -, ___ ·.--~~'.: c.~. ·....,:. LJ.. a standing 

for selfish pn:cty :i.nte:cc::rts when the allee;ed national cris:i.s 

demanded 1.mificcl nation0l government .. 

I r1 -1-he '1° 7 0 1 (' , -··- . v . J ) J ,::, ' as in ·the 1890's, the extent of poljcy 

differentiation waB r:;l1ght and did not 1:·eprc::3cnt any 

fundamental ideological r"livif:':i.on., In both periods, becm1se 

neither party saw the other as its major obstacle, neither 

saw any ta.cticel need to become ideoloc;ically distinct., 

In 1900, the -~~b-~r.:~~(£ reorganized m:; the :3ei.;y"i:lka:L and 

ushered in a period of onc- .. party predolfri.nunce which Lrnted 

until the formation of the Donf='h_ikai j n 1913 o In the inter-~ 

vening years the policies of the parties continued to look 

ver·y much alike and vrnre rurr~J.y ernbrr,ced w.i.th f;trong 

eonv:Let:Lon. 
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9ne-,Party Predom:i.n_§_r..~c.:e: 1900 ... 1913 

• I- • f t ' J . -t- . t 1-1 C' • -J . The reorgan1zm:;1.on o_ ;r:e ( :1.;yu ,o 1.n ·o \, 1e ,.,eJJTU<:aJ. 

el'eated ~·.:hat initially appeared to be an ideological rift 

bet•.veen the two parties. The ,Ji,y1it"o had e;ained power not 

only at l;he oxpensc of the I(cr1J·:1e_ihont:§ ( ex•-!~nishint?D out 

of pure party principles, und when it assumed office, the 

Ktmr,_e:h!~g,11~.£ championed these tn·:i.nciples v:ith increased 

vigour. 

i:itratngy ·to attain C.::,;binet control.. Tnctics, rather tban 

f1..1ndarnentn.l 1.lc1iefs, divided the p;--Jrt:i.cs, and when the 

_r~;5~,;!.)1~1l~_ai 1 s fir-wt; brJof term in ofLl.ce (Oc.tn1)GI' 'l900·--.Muy 

1901) ended, both parties once more supported the same 

measures in the :D:i.eto Du~c:i.ng the first Kntsura ministry 1 

(,June '1902--,January 1<)06), for ffx.:unple, both oppOS(!d an 

increase in the land tax, and a year later took a confuined 

·stand against the e;overnnwnt' s .f ore:i.gn policy .. 

Even \.'/hen tho .Q.~~J;y~1kn}~ e;a:ined l)ff-lcc a.gain, from 1906 

to 1908 and the Kenr;eihonto bcgD.n to ::;ee that :i.t was just , ••-"",._ ........... -•••••·•-••· .. •••-

differentiation, only pique .f:com the JSt:..!2.~'.(.;.th. . .9!~:.~~·- n.t the 

Jiy~F~• s more successful methods.. But f.rorn 1908, the 

Kenseih_ont2, · began to employ Ji,yu'f£- tac ties•, and :in 1913 it 

was reconstituted as the Doshikai. The example of the 

GeiiiTka:1:_ had demon.strated that the only means to governing 

power 1·1as through compromise with the _R~.~!.7£·; whie h p:coc1 ud ed 

adherence to a rigid iaeology. The inaugural plnt.form of 

tho }l.9E.~:i was there.fore remarkable only for its i·d .. milari ty 

to the S£tY5:ili_~i's and its surfeit of gcneralit:i.cs. 
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Both platforms consisted of a list of vague and non

partisan ideals which no one could have viewed with disfavour; 

Neither party made any reference to its major preoccupation, 

the struggle for responsible government, but confined itself 

to wishing peace and prosperity on the fatherland. Each 

prorni~Jed to se.r·vo the Imperial Frnnily loyally, to advance 

tho prosperity and prou:ot0 the civi.l:i.7,ation of the country, 

to cul t:i.vate 2.;ood :cola tiono with foreign powers anrl con-

tr'i bute to tlH~ peace of tho 1·wrld, and to enGour,'• .(!;e and 

promote education, ntc,1•::JJs, agriculture, industry, trans-

.)-I'-1.,.,,c-~c)n ·01ncl c '1··,,~ 0 ··,,,(~ 9 l l) _ li 0. 1 J_ ' C . ~ ·. (.J ;. , dl1->), '.,I" _, flt 

'l'he Jifu·fo·, the most 1'1:1c1ieal pa.rty of the 'lef:30 1 s, had 

come a long way,. In 'l 908, ·okuma re fecrcd t;o the c lor:30 

connection behreen the J)..y1J'.t§ 1 s unexpected flexibility and 

the constitutional structure: 10 

rr~he poeu1i,?rity of our political parties in general :Ls 
that they are all moderate Jn principles a.nd gradual in 
their p:rou;ress., r11here is a con::\ervative pa:cty, but no 
reactionary one. There i.s a progressive, but no extreme 
radical or revolutioni.st party. It is true that the 
tTJ;i~~t;';:): at f:i.rf3t t:save i:-,ome · inaicut:i.on of becoming a 
ruvolu tiona:cy pa.1'ty, but that phase hn s difJappeared vii th 
the esta'bl:Lf3hrnent of conl:,titutiona1 e;ove:ernnent.. .. e 

The Sei;iifk_ai has been, above all, mild and moderate both 
in d.orr1eslfc--and foreign politics .. 

The strategic importance of the nonparty institutions had 

forced both major parties into adopting flexible and moderate 

ideological positions. The only difference between them by 

1913 was the difference between the personalities on vrhich 

each was most closely dependent, Hara and Katsura., 

~~he i.nn.ugural platforms of the ;30i_y\1lrn.i and the 

J?.2.§JiJJ~.~~.:L. were b1ueprints for all future party prograt:rmes., 

rf.'he ,3}1aring of power vd.th six other institutions placed tl:e 
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parties under pressure to avoid principles that might moJ.<:e 

agreement with any of the six difficult9 Uyehara saw this 
✓11 

very clearly: 

No political party in Japan, therefore, has~ specific 
concrete political programme. It js useless for it to 
draw up one, for it could 11ot be put into practice, 
even if i.t had a majority jn the Houseo 

Because a party could not c;uar.•,3ntee to irnplefll'";nt partieu1ar 

po11.c1.es, it had none.. Conl;.inuslly to break promises would 

::rnnn lorrn l t [-3Up~,ort and. influence in the Diet o 

nor1pD rty :i.noti tu ti orrn, end wlwn Lhe need to placate the 

latte1' dee.ceased c~nd aJloWl.c'd for gccato.t' discrepanGy but1·1enn 

the paet:Les' programme~,, policy d:Lfferentiati.on roc1ched its 

higheDt level.. ·sneh party beearne the other's ma:i.n competitor 

fo.t• pov11::r, and the opposition party often fab:c:i.eated differ•• 

. ~ enc es :tn o ecier to mak(3 it look more a ttrac ti ve., :But the 

,1.ctificL.:i.l diffcrcmccs,. Al though the Lower Hm.1.se was 

dominant, g,(:.F~TY~ con.Li.dcm.ce 1:nu:; :3till c1'ucinl, und the 

partier::i eoulu not pursue polieies of v.rhich the .~~~2}J;-O 

disapproved .. 

I offer only a few examples to illustrate how the 

constitutional structure affected party policy in 1918-1932, 

years in which polit:i.c;o-:Lnstitutional .factors were more 

important than socio-economic ones. 

Du·ri:-1g the lR.tter pr11°t of the previous period, 

phenomeiw.l economic und social changes were w:eought in 

Japo.n. r_rhe ceononde boor:i o.f the First 'Jo:clc1 ':/a:r brought 
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,,,1ith it inflation which intensified the differences 

be t·deen the industrial and agricultural clas:30s as well 

as bet 1:1een the capitalist and ucban ':!01-'king classes,. The 

new industrial working class was itself largely a creation 

of the '19'lll.,."J 9'18 boom 12 , ci nd by the '19;?0' s it h:::i.d begun to 

o:egan:L ze into ;J. movement crying ou_t for .1:e f 021•1: greater 

infhwnco in government and alleviation of the wide::opread 

inflation of riee pr:i.c.es • ✓19 ✓1 ~ J.n - '-"' r_rhc 3ei iti.ka:i. 
,. _ _,,, ~·--'- ~., •• ~.? ..... ,~ .. 

and Kenncikn:i. 

J'(:acted di f.fnrently, tlie former J•c:f:ca:Lni ng from identify ins 

v1ith the riotex.'s and the 1o:tte:c mtl)l)cn·ting their cause., 

rl'he f3tanc1 of neither pc1.1:ty, hoi•!()V('JJ:' 1 w,rn prima:1.'ily one of 

conviction. The Kenseikai seized on the issue merely as a 

means to embarrass the government, and the _SeiJ;§kai ~ hop:ing 

for their 1Sresident I s nomination as the next p:r:emier, put: 

' c,-• } '·,~ [-- • - c {' ,,, ' ·' l • . -f'·' ,.:•·[· con~,.Lc c1 ,.1. ,J.OrL, o.,. "".X:1:)cc~.-1.ency _ 1. r ,, , .. 

~}he platform:3 of the tvrn pBrties durinf~ the c:rn.,ui.ng 

Hara rni.n:i. s l,17 (Auc;ust '19'18--Novernlrnr 'I 9~?1) alr,o rufleeted 

in office, was dependent upon forces it could not control 

und therefore had sufficiently unexceptional policies to 

avoid the vetoes of tho other institutions .. Party leaders 

wero oppOS(jd to p1cdr::;es which they might f:Lnd themselven 

unable to fulfill. Even in a period of Lower House domin•-

Hnc e, a::3 ;.3 t even writes, "party premiers c:ou lcl not c;o vc:rn 

according Lo pre--determined p,srty prograrurnes uut h1.3d to 

act acc:ordinG to their judcement of what was 1ikely to 
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provoke any of the other in:3ti tutions into the kind of 
13 opposition that would result; in their o\'m demise ... 11 The 

Sei:y:Uk~:i:. progrBmme of '19'18---1921 therefore centred on such 

general themes as, 1ttbe strengthcming of nat:tonal de.fonso", 

"the st:r:enc;thcning and irnprove:nont o.f eo.ucational facilit-

ieB 11 , 11 the deve1oprr:en.t of tranr3portat:i.on and eommunieat:i.on", 

and "the encouragement oi' tr,ic1() and :tnd11.st:cy". 14 

The Ke_D_t2__f~.:,\kai~ on the other hand, was· in opposition 

pouition e11c.1bled it to advocn.tc bolder polie:t es than it 

rd.!,;h t; o thci:evrL:ie have dono,. In '19,,l 9 it; cul] cd for such 

!fl'"''<'st1 ·r,•f'!C' rlc, O·'··l·en°1'01' 01·" l·l·te • \ .. • L-.J. .'._ -" a.:J C.,. ;:::) ' --"- I .,. ,-..) • .I,. -• ,J 

'l '-
0 o· c i ·0 1 \'''' 1 f a1··e :; ,.._) - .. (:..l • • , •••• ~ • '- - " • 

suffraBe nnd respect for civil 

unions, and comprehensive 

issue was clearly tactical@ The party did not advocate 

,mive:csal franchise unt:i.l a bill introducing small electoral 

<'Li.r:3 tJ.,:i.ets huc1 been passed 1.n 1919. Only a few months e1;11~l·

i<n' the Kern,.e:i.kai, leac1e:t':3hi.p had adamantly oppoucd unive:r-sal 

suf'frae;o 16 , and both part:i.es h£1d in~:;:i.sted that the measure 

was p:cematur·e. But bccau.se the small districts favoured · 

the Sei,yifkai, the l~~~.:~-~.~:½~~i deeided to champion universal 

suffrage as a means of increasing its popular supportG 

Facing certain electoral defeat under the new district 

system, the K~pJ~e!~at had little to lose by ~1dvocating 

complete. nbolition of the tax qualifi.ct1.tion on votin~. 17 

Althoue;h a pa:l't;y out o.f po1rrer. tH:~ually fnlt more nble to 

make de:fini te ::d;11ndB on popular is::3ues, once in covcrnmont 

.i.t saw the wisdom of refroin:i.ng comple:tely frol".1 policy 
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conuni.tr:icnts, because opposition from other levels of 

e;over11,nent could ren.dor whole programmes ineffective., 

Nowhere is the inabili~y of a party to carry out its 

policies against the will of other institutions more clear-

ly demonstrated than in the ca~38 of the Kato cabinet (J1J 1 1e 

·192L1 ... JLlll.u.:::1.ry V)?6) ~ Th:cee i.ml:)ortunt reforms 'dere propor3ed 

adnri.nisLrati ve and finaneial r,3 tr·onchrncnt, uni ve~css1 su.r f:ccic;e, 

end peerage reform '""~ and each met v.rith serious nonparty 

oppouition,, IL111e concessions Kat~o• \vas compolled to make, 

as 1·)uur, \·"·•-'\·f·c,c• 11 ·1'i1 1 ·L'c·a.,_" ,::, ·/.L ... , .. :,? . (J..., l,\~ the unwieldiness of the political 

np1J:cu:atu:3 vd thin which he had 
/18 

to work o" c 

1I'hat tla'e(; pa1·Lics participated in the Cabinet .. .,. the 

YE' 1·1 ,, "·1' ]- '' 1• L'-..-_, ____ '"-).-~<•~•- \~ •,' was an added com-

plication, because agreement had to be reached among the 

parties as well as with the relevant nonpa:rty institutions,., 

Q~1he _§,'3_ty\~llS.~~~:~, for exumpl e, proved particularly difficult 

over fin,::n1cioJ. r·etrenchmffnt, and party objections were 

hartler to overcome than those from the Army w0 the Navy •. 

But tbe rnoin obsl;acle to the proposals for universal 

suffrage and peerage reform 1das op~oi3ition from the nonp::irty 

elites,.'19 

The universal suffrage bill required the assent of 

the parties, the P:cj_vy Council, and the House of Peers .. 

ConservRtive elements in the Privy Council tried to 

e:naf;culate the bill as much as. possible, while certain 

mernbr:;rs of the Seiy'."~koJ., who now felt that they could gain 

power on their own, attempted to use the mnendmen t procer:;s 

as 8. way l:o end the coalition.. /Phe Sei1u·kaj_. irnJisted on a 
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more progressive bill, not for its o~m sake, but in the 

hope that deadlock would ensue 2.nd the Cabinet 1.-1ould fall., 

A. compromise had to be reached bctv:cen the Privy Council's 

amendments and those of the .[)ei_Y,J}'.,.aJ., on top of whj_ch came 

the :p:cimarily t:::ictical opponi tion of the House of Pee:cs "" 

The principle of 11niversal suffruge to ,;ome extent eon

flicted with the conservatis,m of many Peers, but accordin5 

to Du.us, 11,the l eaclership of the [uppe:tj House tried to 

question of peerc:1ge reform.," 1!1he Peef.'[3 had obrJtruc.ted and 

delayed pnr,i3c1ge of the budgot for l;he c:;ame rconon., 

Pa;3sage of a peerage refor·m bill was tltr1 mo1::,t difficult 

of the three p:i:·oposals.. Despite tho rnnny anwndments to the 

universal suffrage bill, its principle was left intact, 

and the government clid accomplL:;h nomo dog:L'i2e of financial 

20 retrenchment .. · But the pruc: ti.cal ef fee ts of the amrmded 

Peerage Reform Bill were negligible~ The parties, espec-

:Lally the advoco.ted clwnging the c.omposi tion of 

the House to reduce tho preponderant power of ·the hereditary 

peers, and to replace thoE,e who held seats by virtue of mere 

wealth or birth with more representative memberso The 

Cabinet submitted two proposals to the i)eers I but even the 

second very moderate one was rejected. The original pro

posal was whittled away almost completely before the bill 

passed. Never before had the press and informed p1~lic 

backed any party proposal with so many signs of open 

approvai, 21 but without tho assent of the Peers no bill 

could become law, ond pec:r2.ge reform proved a cti::;mal f8ilure. 



Durin:Q; the rer10.inder of its term, the Kernrnikai 

government proposed only modest reforms, few of which 

championinc the lower cJ.nsses by the demands of the 

Constitution, v:hich r·equircd 8. 1:.1oc·kablc union arrrong all 

its r.,ep:-t.cate p.:=1rts e Tiober·t \.fcird correctly points to the 

ever present politico-institutional constraints on the 
• . 22 formulation of party programmes: 

·r ·t· ·I c •: 1 .-, · , ·•· l , · .. "' ·· · 1 · ·• n d b t · · -- ' · · , t- · ·!- · · , ... , . _,., a •.,.q,.9 .y n,L.t~n 1.1on.J .· 1J ve1·,y 1.1Qpor ,an, cuh·~ 
'-- ~- '--i ). , > ..,, 1:;:_-; . • t;-' L_ .J • ) _, •.•. • J \ •-'• ._\ ~~.. - ! \..__, . l . C' ' b. , c; f'' ,., \, (, ·11 e r, () ·f f.; i'\ ('.' C' t_ --r·u ('_, L. 1J·· ,; e O l, q· 0 '\I'(' J 'J 111'' "_' JY~·; ·t 1·1 q ·t O' ·1' ·v 8·· n 
the rnost hono:ct,1)18 intentions 1:;_nd tho . argest po[rnible 
majority in the Lower How3e, it is :-cil;iJ.1. hie;hly im-
probabl e tha.t any party could E:f f ec ti.u:1t e any signifi"·• 
c13nt; J.e1~if:.lation not· acceptnl)J.o to tl10 ex:tra--pnrty 
elements so potent in the Cabined:;, the Privy Cou:0.eil, 
and the Hou:._c,e of Fners.. In this ~.'.cn:Je, every pu:rty 
p:cogr;-:;.rn is Gondition.ed. 1)y an unst:0jted nmjority p:ce••· 
m:Lse makinr.s its ful.filment contingent upon the tolc~r~ 
ntion or ~,upport o.f :=,evcral largely irresponsible 
levels of government. 

rrhe prer:rnu:r:e c"cga:i.nst the development of a d:i.st:i.nct:i.ve 

:i.deoloci.ea1 position by the Kcn::.1eikai :resulted la:q~ely 

from the potential veto power of the nonparty institu.tions .. 

Tn '192'7, the Kenrrnikai 

the l"Iinswi._t"ci, whose of fie:i.sl pr-ogrc-rnme aimed at capb.1ring 

the votes of the newly enfranchised working class and 

seemed to indicate the potential for a more pronounced 

distinction between party policies. By 1930, however, as 

Quigley observed, the plat.forms of the [?_~.~_yukai and .tE!1..~-~~~.,t§: 
paralleled each other in their avoic1ance of substantive 

poli.cy commitments: 23 

The p].atforms for which the major pnrtios asked 
support in the election of 1930 were far from being 
clear-cut statements of current issues- They were 
rut!rnr, EH, in the past, surnrnnries of desirable 



Jegislation, expressed in general terms a • a The 
Minseito promised to continue to retrench ~xpendi-
'· .. ·1·'r·e c~ei' y 1 1'-ciJ' cr.•·'Li·1' c·'t zr,a th' rrovernme1·,t Is 1,u1.·es, t,, .v ,_ ,.t<..u... . J •• .• J,,. , e b . , ., 

0co:no·ny measures as excessive; but the platforms 
carr:i.cd the same vague notions conce:cning methodr3 of 
reviving industry and business and of improving the 
co1ia i Lions of labor,. The C,ciy-uk,d inc cn.'pora ted .such 
items as administrative reorgani.zation and economy in 
P1:i.lii.;2r·y expenditure ··•··· snfe nxpressi.ons fo:c a party 
not in uffi.cee Both parties stood for elecLion re
forms., It is doubtful whether tlie plntforms \•rn:ce of 
rrny imporb..!nce in the rn:i.,:d~-; of the votr::rr3e 

1.l'he I'·1inse\L~~• s original intentions had been quiekly neu·b,al•

tzed by the c1em:,rnds of the Constitution, and the t\•!O pa:ctie.s 

continued to offer tho Rlectorate vaGue ru1d indistinguishabl.e 

policies" 

Con c J·,1. f: ion 

'l1he \.Tapaneso in:::,titutl.onal :c;trueturo 1.-1u:3 honti le to the 

pn :;i;oge of any coherent :3et of policies, and the general and 

irnp:ccd.se porty platforms that WGre the order of the day seem 

i.n large part to have bccm a consequence of that structure., 

All pDrt ir:•s faced the name constraint of having to share 
I 

exec.ut:\. vo office with six nonpa:cLy ir:s l~i.'hJ.tions, each of 

' which possessed a veto over policy. To ~void antagonizing 

potential non yu·ty all j es, o acl1 party rnodcr:·ated its :i.d eoloc;y 

and prograrr~e until differences between them rarely reflect

ed matters of principle, but usually only questions of 

method, as between 1900 and 1913, or, when each party 

became the other's major obstacle, distinctive policies 

were invented largely for tactical purposes of political 

ono--up--•rn,.1rwh:i.p .. 

~:he socio--•econom:i.c chcmges which occurred c1urine; 3nd 

after the F:i.rE:,t World 1,.far cmcouraged the partio:3 to take 



clear and definite stands on specific issues, but the 

stronger politico-institutional factors worked in the 
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opposite directiono At no time were there any settled 

long-,runce programrr.es which di::;t.i.nguishcd one pa:cty fror:1. 

the other'~ There were only ind i.vidual a ttc~cks on s pee ific 

issues, usually from the party 5n opposition. 

A fixed ic:eology and progrmnme could interfere ,,-,rith 

a party's chances 11ot only for electoral success, but for 

enter:i.nc; t1w uxecut:1.ve coalition and deny :i.t the oppoL'tuni ty 

to trnru:;lnt11 i cs votes into governing power.. In the ;rapane~'::e 

11 s eparc.1.ti on of po\'rers 11 '',rc•-l-"'r" ·t·nc·t·i ca·1 1.) u ,_> LJ \.-:; l t ' .1 c ... , ... ~ _ ~ flexibility, rn-uch 

mo1..0 0 than an;y al;LPchment to jdeology or ab~3t:cact pr:Lnci:plei~, 

was a pa1.'Ly' ~, most essential requir(':mcnt" 
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CONCLUSION 

The focus of this study has been the relationship be-

tween the functioning of the Meiji Constitution and the 

characteristics of the parties which developed and worked 

within it. I have shown how competition between parties, 

factionalism within them, the types of leaders they chose, 

and the kinds of ideology and programmes to vvhich each 

suscribed varied diT,~ctly ,,vi th changes in the functioning of 

the Constitution. Whenever the bciJ.ance of power among the 

seven institutions of government shifted, the parties were 

compelled to ad.jur3t to whatevc.:.n· share. they received, and 

three different typos of parties can be identified in prewar 

tT,::i.pan. 

In the 1890's and 1930's the parties were allowed only 

a minimal influence in government, which was almost exclu,'Ji ve-

1.y the domain of the nonparty eJ.ites, and they were charac

terized by a very low leve 1 of inter--par ty eornpeti ti o:ri, a 

high degree of int:ca .. ·party factionalism, programmes which 

differed only slightly, and leaders unequal to the task of 

reconciling the competing elites. Because nonparty men mono-

polized executive of.fices, neither party was the other's main 

enemy, and there was both little to compete.about and no 

compelling reason to become ideologically distinct. Each 

was embroiled in internal conflicts over the best method to 

increase the strength of the Lower House, and largely because 

of this apparently partisan preoccupation, their leaders 



were not considered eligible for the highest national officeo 

V/hen the institutional balance of power was reversed, 

as in 19-'18-1932, and the parties achieved their greatest 

influence in prewar government, they moi::J t; re sernbled parties 

in parliamentary countries. Rivalry between them was at its 

keenest, internal divisions at their 1east disruptive, party 

programmes displayed their greatest degree of differentiation, 

and party leaders \Vere at their zenith of multi-institutional 

authority; Beacuse one or other party, rather than the non-• 

party elites, now won the lion's share of executive offices, 

there were good reasons for confJ.ict between parties as well 

ai3 r,trong incnntives for the opposition to formulate poJj_cies 

distinct from and competitive with those of the government 

party. An increaued understand:i. ng of inteJ.:··•ins ti tu ti anal 

relations rendered the tactics of both parties more successful 

and reduced factionalic-;in over strategy to a minimum. Largely 

bu cause leaders cornn1crnd.ed united and rrt;rong parties, they 

impressed· the GcHH'O as eapable of responsible nati..onci.l leader-• 

uhip. 

In the years between these extremes of party influence, 

1900---1918, when one party and then the other won more and 

more Cabinet seats, a set of less distinctive party charac

teristics were discovered. When the party regularly out of 

power came to realise that the other was as much a rival as 

were the nonparty elites, a competitive spirit emerged. The 

opposition became jealous of the goverrunent party's more 

m1ccessful methods and attempted to formulate policies 

offering strength wherever its rival appeared weak. Jhile 
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internal divisions over tactics decreased among members of 

the governing party, they became deeper in the ranks of the 

opposition, which tried to find a v✓ay out of its dilemma. 

The leaders of the fragmented party were consistently ignored 

by the Ger~ro, ~while the united party owed its ascendancy 

largely to presidents who attracted the eye of the Genro by 

their ability to overcome internal cU fferences. 

Correlations between shifts in the institutional balance 

of power and the types of parties can be observed outside 

prewar Jnpan. Tn late :3eventeenth century Britain, for example, 

when the balance of power between the legislative and executive 

branches was comparable bo that of Jnpan in the ,,1890' s and 

1930's, British parties were in some respects very similar 

bo Japanese parties during their years of minimal influence. 

In the United States, particularly in the 1960's, when the 

balance of poW<:'!r shifted in the President I s favour, Congres-

sional parties were less d~sciplined than in years of presi

dential weakness. Contemporary developing ·states probably 

offer the best comparisons, and executives that attempt to 

be independent of legislatures consistently create ~overn

mental deadlock and throw the parties into disarray. 

The precise influence of a cons ti tuti anal, arrangement 

in any country can only be assessed in a comparative study 

which can hold both socio .. ·economic and politico-institutional 

factors constant. My study is therefore only a preliminary 

step towards putting the different influences that shaped 

prewar Japanese parties into a proper perspective. 
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CHAPTER 2 
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competition between them grew. 
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10 
Ward, p .. 207 

11 
Robert A. ScalapiJ?-o, DemocrG.c:y ~the~ Movement 

in Prewar J1~an: The Failure of the First Attempt (Berkeley: 
Univ. of Ca ifornia Press, 1953)-;--iJ. 227. . · 

'12 
Ibid., p. 234 

CHAPTER 3 

1 

') 
c.. 

Duus, p .. 13 

Between the onsting of Okumn. in 1907 and the adoption 
of K,1tsura in 1913 the Kenseihonto had remained without any 
united leaden3hip.. 'l1l1e--pai•ty was still divided on the issue 
of compromise, as were its leaders. The pro-compromise 
faction gathered around Oishi Masami, the anti-compromise 
faction around Inukui Tsuyoshi, and a neutral faction around 
Hatoyama Kazuo .. Between 1907 and 1910 the party was 
gover·ned by a committee of fifteen, actually represent2:,ti ve 
of these three factions. In 1910, ~hen the Kenseihonto 
dissolved and its members joined with minor Diet facffons 
to establish the Kokuminto, the leadership was shared be
tween Inukai and OisbI-;-73oth of whom continued to advocate 
their opposing strategies~ The Oishi faction did realise 
the importance of leadership and the need for a president 
with some chance of becoming premier, but it was not until 
1913 that such a leader could be recruited. 

3 
:B'or example, Generals Katsura Taro, Tanaka Giich1., 

and Terauchi Masataka, Civil Servants Shinagawa Yajiro, 
Shirane Sen 1 ichi, and Yoshikawa Kensei, Peers Aoki Shuzo 
and Oura Kanetake, and Privy Councillors and Peers Nomura 
Yasushi and Kiyoura Keigo were all followers of Yamagata. 
See Najita, pp. 7-8 

4 
Ibid., P• 7 

5 -Katsura became a Genre only a short while before he . 
formed the Doshikai:in February 1913, although as Yamagata's 
chief protege for almost two decades, he had been virtually 
a Genro for much longer. He first sat in on a Genro kaip;i 
( Conference of Elder Statesmen) in December 191°~r;-~which-
after two weeks' deliberation, selected Katsura himself as 
premier. 
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6 
Najita, p .. 139 

7 
Ibid .. , p. 127 

8 
Ibid., p .. 124 and Tu.us, p .. 11 

9 
"T • • t 19 1,aJJ. a, p. 

10 
Du.us, P• 52 

11 
Najita, p .. 203 

12 
Duus, p .. 105 

13 
Scalapino, ])omocracy and _t~ _party: Movement in Prewar 

Japan, pp. 212~213 

14 
Duus, pp. 177-·178 

15 
Ibid., p. 106 

16 
Ibi<!. , pp .. 66-67 

17 
Ib).d., pp. 59-·61 

18 
Scalapino, Democracy and the Party :Movement in Pre\·iar 

Japan, p. 228. 

19 
Tums, p. 166 

20 
·when Admiral Yamamoto Gombei took office on February 

10, 1913, the §0:__!~ai demai:ided ?01;1trol of all po:•tfolios 
save those of Premier, Foreign Minister, and Service 
Ministers. Since Hara and Matsuda were the only two in the 
Cabinet who were already Seiyukai members, the remaining 
four officials had their names duly enrolled in the party 
register. Takahashi was one of the four. See Scalapino, 
_P.~mocracy an~ the Party Movement .tE.. P,rew_ar Japan, p. 201 

21 
Duus, p .. 170 
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22 
Ib i. d • , p • 1 70 

23 
Ibid., p. 169 

24 
When Chang Tso-lin, warlord of Manchuria, was 

assassinated, Tanaka first reported to the Emperor that 
the Japanese Army was responsible. The Army, however, 
forced him into later reading to the Emperor an official 
statement which denied any Japanese complicity. The 
Emperor, furious at hearing two contradictory versions, 
would only receive Tanaka in audience to accept his resign
ation. See Steven, p •. 165 

25 
Arthur E. Tiedemann, 11 The Hamaguchi Cabinet, First 

Phase July 1929-February 1930: a study in Japanese 
Parliamentary Government," Ph.D. thesis, Columbia, 1954, 
pp. 150--151 

26 
Berger, pp. B'l--88 

2? 
Steven, p. 216 

28 
Berger, pp. 301-302 & 323 

29 
J.9.id • , p.. L~86 

CHAPTER 4 

1 
I use the term ideology to refer to a set of 

principles for which a party has stood consistently over 
a considerable period of time •. Programmes are election 
platforms or manifestoes, and policies are specific 
measures a party advocates. 

2 
For example, Okuma Shie;enobu implied that the 

reasons for ideological moderation were socio-economic: 
"per.feet unity among the people" and "not a single eJ.ement 
of racial O.E, sectional discord". Kazutami Ukita, Itagaki 
Taisuke, & Okuma Shigenobu, ttThe History of Political 
Parties in Japan,"· in Okuma Shigenobu, comp. , E.if.:t.Y. Je£l~£§.. 
of New Japan, English version edited by Marcus B. Huish 
(London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1910), Vol I, p. 189 

3 
Ibid. , p. 170 
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4 
H.N.G. Bushby, "Parliamentary Government in Japan," 

The Ninete0nth Centur;y (July 1899), p •. 144 

5 . 
Four national P£Oletaria.n_parties contested the 

election of 1928 -- Rodo Nominto (Labour-Farmer Party), 
Shakai 11inshuto (Soci"al Democrats), Ronoto (Labour-Farmer 
Party), and Nomint~ pra~mers '_Po.rty) --_and four in the 
1930 ele.9.tion: Shakai !11.nshuto, Taisbuto (Masses Party), 
Shin-Ronoto (New Labour-Farmer Party), and Zenkoku Minshuto 
(National Democratic Party). See Q,uigley, pp. 23g-"240 

6 
Or~anized workers and t~nant farmers comprised only 

4-5% of the total electorate in the 1930's and the classes 
they represented formed only 30% of the electorate. See 
Steven, p .. '195 

7 
Hard, P• 380 

8 
Naji ta, p.. 208 

9 
Qui1:fley, pp. 413-'+1L~ 

10 
Okuma, P• 188 

11 
Uyehara, p. 254-

12 
Beti.veen 1914 and 1919, for example, the total number 

of factory workers increased by 60;,~. See Tums, p,. 122 

13 
Steven, p. 149 

1L~ 
Maeda Renzan, Hara Kei den (The biography of Hara Kei), 

2 vols (Tokyo: 1943), as quot~in Duus, P• 137 

15 
Ibi_1•, P• 147 

16 
Duus, p. 152 

✓17 

In the 1920 election the Kenseikai's seats fell from 
123 ( 1917 election) to 108, while the _§eiyu.kai' s increased 
from 168 to 281. See Quigley, p. 218 and Scarapino, 
Democracy _?.nd the Part;y fiovement ir:!_ Prewar JaI?an, p .. 220 
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18 
Duus, p. 189 

19 
My main source for documentation of the three reforms 

is ibid., pp. 188-213 

20 
A 6% reduction on the previous budget passed the two 

Houses, althou~h the figure.originally proposed was 17%. 
See ibid., PP• 95 & 99 

21 
Scala:pino, Democracy ~nd the Part,;y Movement in Prewar 

Japan op. cit., p. 230 . 

22 
Ward, P• 92 

23 
Qui.e;lc?y, p. 228 
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